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introduCtion
this industrial land review (ilr) assesses the current and future supply and demand 
for industrial land within the boundaries of the Old Oak and Park royal Mayoral 
development Corporation (OPdC) which was set up in april 2015 to guide the 
regeneration of Old Oak and support industry in Park royal. it serves primarily as 
evidence base to inform the development of the OPdC Opportunity area Planning 
framework (OaPf) and local Plan (lP). the supply and demand of industrial land is 
assessed taking into account proposals for the redevelopment of Old Oak around a 
major new interchange train station between Crossrail, High Speed rail 2 (HS2) and Great 
Western mainline train lines.
the OPdC area contains 355ha of employment sites which accommodate around 1500 
business units in diverse sectors, many of which provide goods and services to london’s 
businesses and residents. 60% of the estimated 36,000 jobs are in industrial sectors and 
many workers live locally in the three surrounding boroughs. the industrial area grew 
in the post-war period producing everything from ketchup to busses. after a decline in 
large manufacturing firms after 1970, today it is one of the most sought after locations 
for industry in london. it is made up of a patchwork of business sizes and sectors with 
several clusters including film and tv, food production, vehicle repair and logistics. the 
OPdC was set up to guide the regeneration of Old Oak and support industry in Park 
royal. this industrial land review (ilr) provides evidence and recommendations for the 
OPdC and its local plan.

PoliCy and evidenCe Base
the ilr and local Plan sit within a hierarchy of documents functioning at different spatial 
scales. at a national level, guidance is provided for how to produce an employment and 
industrial land review, while at a london level the guidance and evidence base suggests 
that across london industrial activities decreasing. Standalone office uses within the 
Park royal Sil are not supported by the london Plan and as such this study focuses on 
industrial uses. 
Specific to Park royal, growth is projected to take place in the logistics and waste 
management industrial sectors alongside green industries and clean technology with 
a focus on micro, small and medium sized workspaces. this trajectory is also echoed in 
local planning documents and research.
the Greater london authority has published an Opportunity area Planning framework 
for Old Oak & Park royal which supplements the london Plan. these documents 
provide strategic guidance to accompany the OPdC local Plan to guide development 
in the OPdC area. alongside these documents, the ilr and a number of other pieces of 
technical research will inform the OPdC local Plan. Once adopted, the london Plan and 
OPdC local Plan will form the ‘development plan’ for the OPdC area.

site analysis
the OPdC area has been subdivided into 300 employment sites of varying sizes. Most are 
categorised as industrial land uses, however the categories mask the diversity of business 
sectors and mix of industrial and non-industrial activities within each site. there are four 
main industrial site typologies: standalone warehouses, industrial estates, dense light 
industrial and business centres.
business centre sites have the highest plot ratios and employment densities while 
standalone warehouses and industrial estates require lower plot ratios to function 
efficiently. Current site densities suggest that there could be scope to intensify some sites 
through redevelopment and infill development, especially those close to public transport 
hubs on the edge of Park royal and along the main access routes to them. this can help 
to free up ground floor and yard space on other sites for the businesses that need them. 
the limited supply of vacant industrial employment land at 2% suggest that additional 
employment generating floor space would need to come from making more intensive 
use of the sites. However, for many of the firms operating in Park royal further increasing 
development densities is not ideal without a number of challenges being addressed. On-
highway parking and congestion is an issue as firms displace activity onto the highway 
because their properties have insufficient open yardage, servicing space or parking. 
the workforce is also affected by congestion, because many drive to work, as well as the 
limited services, such as cafés in the area. However, there is scope to reduce the number 
of people driving to work as a large part of the workforce lives locally and the main 
pedestrian access routes from Park royal to public transport hubs could be improved by 
combining services and more intensive sites along them.
around 300 businesses and 6000 jobs will be affected by redevelopment in Old Oak and 
HS2 construction sites. there is an opportunity to retain a diverse local economy and 
local employment by encouraging land owners to support the relocation of displaced 
businesses from Old Oak and HS2 construction sites to appropriate sites within Park 
royal and the surrounding boroughs. However this is a challenge that will require a more 
intensive use of industrial land due to the low land and floor space vacancy rates 

e x e C u t i v e  s u m m a r y
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Quantitative suPPly and demand
there is evidence of a growing shortage of land across london and Park royal is the 
largest reservoir of Strategic industrial locations in West london.  it accommodates a wide 
range of industrial users but is one of the few locations large enough to accommodate 
strategic property requirements as well as land for waste, utilities and transport.  these 
uses are often cited as ‘bad neighbours’ and are very difficult to accommodate on smaller 
local scale sites.
london seeks to balance its stock of industrial land through the use of the industrial 
land release benchmarks to manage the release of surplus industrial sites, mainly former 
manufacturing sites, into other uses. but data shows that that industrial land has been 
being released twice as fast as the benchmarks suggested. 
also the replacement of former manufacturing space with new logistics property is not 
as fluid as the benchmarks suggested would be needed to support the london economy.  
When former industrial sites are redeveloped they are replaced either with new homes or 
residential led mixed use redevelopment. this puts growing quantitative pressure on the 
remaining stock of Sil land in london to efficiently service the growing london economy.  

market Profile
as the stock of industrial land diminishes the remaining market demand is concentrated 
on areas such as Park royal and Old Oak.  new occupiers looking for industrial property 
in london have less choice of location and some well-established london firms have 
already been displaced to the area by regeneration elsewhere.  reflecting this, occupier 
demand for the space at Park royal and Old Oak is strong, vacancy rates very low, rents 
have been rising (and are the highest in london) and investment yields are also low.  
developers are responding to the shortage of industrial land in london by redeveloping 
and renewing stock so it can be used much more efficiently.  logistics is driving occupier 
demand today and developers expect this demand to increase as london’s population 
grows.  So former manufacturing sites built at high plot ratios, are redeveloped for more 
efficient but lower density industrial units.  
there is also strong demand from waste, utilities, transport and some Sui Generis uses 
such as garages, motor trade and building supply firms.  this is a smaller source of 
demand but because these types of activity have little alternative land available they 
compete with the logistics market for the declining stock of Sil land and property.

intensifiCation
despite increasing market demand and decreasing supply of industrial land in Park royal 
there is currently little indication that the industrial development market is looking to 
intensify industrial sites in london. there are many barriers to intensifying industrial 
sites in Park royal, such as the need for yard space, investor and occupier preferences, 
patterns of land ownership, road congestion, increased construction costs, increased 
management and decreased occupier flexibility. However, as the land supply for 
traditional single storey warehouses with yards dries up there is an opportunity in Park 
royal to explore strategies to use industrial sites more efficiently and free up ground floor 
space for the businesses that need it.
Ground floor space can be freed up for larger warehouses by developing sites to include 
additional light industrial workplaces on upper floors for businesses that do not require 
regular use of yard space and parking. developing new industrial estates with a second 
storey of yard and warehouse space accessed via ramps and providing shared facilities 
for larger deliveries could provide viable solutions. raising roofs, adding floors and 
freeing up yard space in dense light industrial sites can also provide additional space for 
businesses to start-up, grow and function more efficiently.
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sPatial sCenarios
While HS2 and Crossrail provide a new strategic development opportunity in Old Oak, 
the release of industrial land in Old Oak and the construction sites for HS2 will exacerbate 
the shortage of industrial land in the area as confirmed by the quantitative and market 
analyses. as demand for goods and services in london grows, Park royal is one of the few 
locations able to accommodate larger industrial uses. 
based on how they will be affected by HS2 construction and Old Oak redevelopment 
boundaries the OPdC employment sites have been split into four groups:

 - Old Oak - all sites be redeveloped as non-industrial;
 - Park royal Sil - all sites to continue to be protected as a Strategic industrial 

location; 
 - Park royal HS2 construction sites – these sites should be redeveloped as 

Preferred industrial land (Pil) after their use for the construction of HS2 given 
the shortage of industrial land in the area. Whether redevelopment as a higher 
density industrial business Park (ibP) should be considered would need to be 
assessed closer to the time; and

 - Park royal non-Sil employment sites – these sites will continue to complement 
the Sil uses however their redevelopment should be controlled and a small 
number of specific sites designated as Sil to protect current and adjacent Sil 
uses.

reCommendations
these recommendations for policy and delivery focus on protecting and maximising the 
contribution of industrial uses in the OPdC area to support a robust local and regional 
economy. they are divided into four overarching groups to address the conclusions of the 
report:
Protect – acknowledges the high demand for industrial land in the OPdC by focusing 
on how local planning policies should protect industrial land and industrial businesses 
within Park royal. 

 - Protect industrial uses in Park royal Sil
 - reduce non-conforming uses in Park royal Sil
 - return Park royal HS2 construction sites to Sil
 - development adjacent to Park royal Sil

Intensify - focuses on planning policies to use the remaining industrial land efficiently 
and provide industrial space to more businesses. 

 - Efficient use of industrial land
 - reduce road congestion
 - intensification pilot projects

Expand – recommends options for the local Plan and broader strategies to expand the 
supply of industrial space in the area in response to increasing demand. 

 - adjust Park royal Sil boundary
 - light industrial floor space in Old Oak
 - Manage industrial floorspace within the region
 - industrial space design and planning guidance

Support -  focuses on how the OPdC can support the local industrial economy and 
businesses by facilitating the relocation of displaced businesses within the area and 
supporting businesses to capture procurement opportunities from development at Old 
Oak.

 - business relocation
 - low carbon transition
 - local procurement
 - business listing and online forum
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role
1.1 this industrial land review (ilr) study assesses the current and future supply 
and demand for industrial land within the boundaries of the Old Oak and Park royal 
Mayoral development Corporation (OPdC) which was set up in april 2015 to guide 
the regeneration of Old Oak and support industry in Park royal. it serves primarily as 
evidence to inform the development of the OPdC Opportunity area Planning framework 
(OaPf) and local Plan (lP). the supply and demand of industrial land is assessed 
taking into account proposals for the redevelopment of Old Oak around a major new 
interchange train station between Crossrail, High Speed rail 2 (HS2) and Great Western 
mainline train lines.
1.2 the redevelopment proposals replace industrial uses with high-density housing, 
commercial, retail, leisure and community uses in the Old Oak area as well as residential 
led mixed use development in pockets of land in Park royal that are not designated as 
industrial. there are also industrial sites that have been reserved for use as HS2 temporary 
construction sites. this study assesses the impacts these proposals will have on industrial 
land, businesses and employment and how these impacts can be mitigated.

overview
Introduction
1.3 tells the story of the OPdC area’s industrial history and its current diverse economy. 
Outlines the proposed OPdC redevelopment and infrastructure. lays out the context of 
both the planning policy and evidence base at the national, london and local levels.

Policy and Evidence Base
1.4 Outlines the existing policy and evidence documents at national, london and 
borough levels related to industrial land in the OPdC area. Presents forthcoming policy 
and evidence documents for the area.

Employment Sites
1.5 Maps out the existing employment sites and provides both qualitative and 
quantitative analysis of the sites. identifies the main land uses and typologies of the 
employment sites and provides an overview of the employment sites that will be affected 
by the redevelopment of Old Oak.

Quantitative Supply and Demand
1.6 identifies and discusses the benchmarks set by the Gla for the release of industrial 
land by the three boroughs. Provides an updated industrial land baseline for the three 
surrounding boroughs.

Market Profile
1.7 takes a close look at the market indicators which show an increasing demand for 
industrial space in the OPdC area. investigates the type of industrial developments being 
built and analyses the feasibility of using industrial land more intensively.

Intensification
1.8 Explores the opportunities and constraints of options for intensifying the use of 
typical industrial site typologies in Park royal.

Spatial Scenarios
1.9 Overview of expected future land area and employment figures for Park royal, Old 
Oak and HS2 construction.

Conclusions
1.10 Summary of the conclusions from all the report sections.

Recommendations
1.11 recommendations for policy, strategies and actions by the OPdC, surrounding 
boroughs, Gla, HS2 and business associations.

loCation
1.12 the OPdC area, made up of Old Oak and Park royal, is one of london’s largest 
industrial areas. located to the West of Central london, it is situated within the three 
london boroughs of brent, Ealing and Hammersmith & fulham. the area is bounded by 
national rail, Overground and tube lines to the north, south and east, while the north 
Circular (a406) and Western avenue (a40) form additional boundaries to the west and 
south. it covers 650 ha, over twice the area of the City of london Corporation. although 
most of the land is industrial, there are a handful of residential pockets, a hospital and 
supermarket in addition to land for the railway lines and their embankments crisscrossing 
the area.
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History
From Fields to Factories
1.13 the Park royal atlas (Gla, 2014) contains a timeline of the main events in the 
history of the OPdC area starting with the construction of the Paddington arm of the 
Grand Union Canal in 1801. Until the 1870s the area was still fields and green spaces, 
including Old Oak Common and Wormwood Scrubs, although at that point it was already 
cut up by a spaghetti of railroads. by the 1890s clusters of homes had been built around it 
and by the 1920s some homes, infrastructure, businesses and a hospital were built in the 
area itself. the showground for the royal agricultural Show was located there from 1903 
to 1905 and King George v allowed the area to take the name Park royal. it is here that 
Old Oak and Park royal’s familiar industrial character started to emerge, with the location 
of munitions factories during World War i. Other factories emerged producing everything 
from route Master buses to Guinness beer and Heinz Ketchup.

Industrial Fall and Rise
1.14 in 1932 there were 73 factories employing 13,500 workers. the area did not suffer 
the severe bomb damage of many of london’s industrial areas. industry boomed in the 
post-war period and by the 1960s the area employed more than 45,000 people, slightly 
more than today’s estimates. However by the 1970’s Park royal faced industrial decline 
and around 70 larger firms left the OPdC and Wembley areas. Employers such has Heinz 
survived by cutting their work force from 3500 to 500 before eventually relocating in 
2000 and the Guinness factory suffered a similar fate, closing in 2005. in recent years the 
OPdC area is back in demand and large, modern logistics warehouses and offices have 
been built. While some large factories, such as Mcvities and a fine metal refinery still 
remain, many others that had produced everything from beans and beer to bombers 
and buses have been replaced by small and medium sized industrial units or have been 
subdivided into smaller industrial units.

loCal eConomy
1.15 the Park royal atlas (Gla, 2014) brought to light the patchwork of diverse business 
units across the area based on a door-to-door survey of all the workplace units within 
a defined study boundary that included alperton to the north west. in early 2015 the 
data was updated to cover the OPdC boundary. this study analyses the area based on 
employment sites which have been identified within the OPdC boundary.

1.16 because some businesses are part of larger companies with multiple locations this 
study refers each location as a business unit as is in the london business Survey (2014). 
the Park royal atlas calls these business units workplaces. this study goes on to group all 
the business units on a site together to determine the major use of each site according to 
industrial land use categories discussed in the Site analysis Chapter.

Important Economy
1.17 the OPdC area is one of london’s largest and most successful industrial areas. it is 
home to around 1,500 business units employing an estimated 36,000 people within its 
boundary, 55% in industrial sectors. the area provides 2,100,000 m2 of employment floor 
space on employment sites totalling 355ha, 85% of which are industrial. it provides much 
needed employment to the surrounding boroughs and west london while supplying 
diverse goods and services to businesses and inhabitants across the local area, west 
london and Greater london.

Diverse Sectors
1.18 the activities of the business units are spread across a diverse range of sectors that 
forms a patchwork across Park royal with some important business clusters across the 
area. there are four business clusters that stand out in particular: prop houses and film 
studios; food manufacturing and wholesale; vehicle sale and repair; and logistics. Some 
of these clusters are spread across divers business sectors. Over 55% of the businesses are 
in industrial sectors, manufacturing (19%) and wholesale (16%) account for the biggest 
share, followed by vehicle sale and repair (9%). although only 7% of the businesses are in 
the transport and storage sector, they take up 15% of floor space in the OPdC area. for 
the non-industrial sectors, 6% of businesses are in the information and communication 
sector while 18% provide professional and other services and 14% serve the area with 
retail, restaurants and hotels.

Diverse Sizes
1.19 99% of the business units in OPdC area are micro, small and medium sized, 
employing 76% of the workforce. 56% of these are micro with less than 10 people, 
however they make up only 10% of the workforce. businesses occupy a range of different 
space typologies and sizes, from small workshops to large warehouses.
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fig. 2 Business sectors map by study sub-area
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old oak & Park royal develoPment CorPoration
1.20 On 1 april 2015, the Old Oak & Park royal development Corporation (OPdC) was 
established to maximise the regeneration benefits generated by the arrival of the High 
Speed 2 and Crossrail Station the size of Waterloo in 2026 and potentially two new 
london Overground Stations. the OPdC will act as a single, transparent and robust body 
to spearhead the regeneration of this area. 
1.21 Within Old Oak, 24,000 new homes are envisaged and space for 55,000 new jobs 
alongside new streets, parks and other infrastructure. Within Park royal, 1,500 new 
homes are also envisaged outside of industrial locations along with a potential for 10,000 
new jobs identified in the london Plan and an improved built environment. Some of 
these jobs have already been delivered and are included in the figures within this study 
due to new development.
1.22 as well as promoting the comprehensive mixed use regeneration of Old Oak, as 
a local planning authority the OPdC will protect existing Strategic industrial locations 
(Sils) in Park royal and will drive the long term regeneration of the area and attract 
long-term investment to the area. Wormwood Scrubs will continue to be protected by its 
designation as Metropolitan Open land and the 1879 Wormwood Scrubs act.
1.23 the OPdC is responsible for all planning functions in its area, including the 
production of a local Plan. Prior to the adoption of the local Plan, the Opportunity area 
Planning framework (OaPf), london Plan and local boroughs’ local Plans will be used to 
manage development.
1.24 the OPdC’s local Plan will provide greater detail, evidence and policies than are 
contained within the OaPf and it will have greater material weight in the determination 
of planning applications. the future local Plan will also deal with setting the boundary 
for the Sil and provide specific policy guidance for employment uses and is currently 
planned for adoption in early 2017.
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introduCtion
2.1 this industrial land review (ilr) provides the technical research, known as evidence 
base, to inform the development of the OPdC’s local Plan employment policies. the 
local Plan sits within a hierarchy of planning policy and guidance at national, regional 
(london-wide) and local spatial scales. the ilr considers the following planning 
policy, guidance and underpinning evidence base to inform its methodology and 
recommendations. this section sets out the hierarchy of policy documents and existing 
evidence base relevant to the ilr.

Pl anning PoliCy 
National 
2.2 the national Planning Policy framework (nPPf) identifies economic sustainability as 
an element of sustainable development. Specifically it identifies the role of the planning 
system in: “contributing to building a strong, responsive and competitive economy, by 
ensuring that sufficient land of the right type is available in the right places and at the right 
time to support growth and innovation; and by identifying and coordinating development 
requirements, including the provision of infrastructure”
2.3 at the heart of the nPPf, the core planning principles seek that planning should: 
“proactively drive and support sustainable economic development to deliver the homes, 
business and industrial units, infrastructure and thriving local places that the country 
needs. Every effort should be made objectively to identify and then meet the housing, 
business and other development needs of an area, and respond positively to wider 
opportunities for growth. Plans should take account of market signals, such as land prices 
and housing affordability, and set out a clear strategy for allocating sufficient land which 
is suitable for development in their area, taking account of the needs of the residential 
and business communities”
2.4 Specific nPPf guidance (paragraphs 18 to 22) identifies that the planning system 
“does everything it can to support sustainable economic growth” and to achieve this local 
planning authorities should “plan proactively to meet the development needs of business 
and support an economy fit for the 21st century”. a critical element of this is identified to 
be addressing potential barriers to investment and drawing up local Plans that support 
these aspirations.
2.5 in developing a local Plan, the nPPf (paragraph 160) requires local Planning 
authorities to have a “clear understanding of business needs within the economic 
markets operating in and across their area” and should work closely with stakeholders 
in developing evidence base. Paragraph 161 goes on to identify how this evidence base 
should be used and is expanded in the Planning Practice Guidance on “housing and 
economic development needs assessments”.

2.6 the Planning Practice Guidance for ‘Housing and economic development needs 
assessments’ sets out how an assessment should be carried out and its component parts.

London 
2.7 Old Oak and Park royal sits within an arc of west london Opportunity areas that 
include vauxhall nine Elms, Earls Court and White City alongside other regeneration 
opportunities which are envisaged to deliver a total of over 84,000 new homes and 
145,000 new jobs.
london Plan 
2.8 the london Plan provides guidance for Strategic industrial locations (Sil) which 
seeks the delivery of industrial uses, workspace for small and medium sized enterprises 
(SMEs) or new emerging industrial sectors and small scale services for industrial 
occupiers. Specifically, it identifies the Park royal estate as a Sil and a potential outer 
london development centre for logistics, media (parts of ) and industry/green enterprise 
and emphasises the need to secure and enhance strategic logistics facilities. With regard 
to office floor space, the london Plan states that Sils are not appropriate for large scale 
office development and industrial uses should be prioritised over smaller scale office 
development.
2.9 the london Plan’s opportunity area guidance identifies Park royal as one of london’s 
key industrial locations, with potential to meet modern logistics and waste management 
requirements as well as other industrial type functions. it also identifies the potential for 
mixed-use intensification in areas outside of Sil with good public transport accessibility. 
in total potential for 1,500 new homes and 10,000 new jobs are identified. the 
opportunity area guidance for Old Oak identifies that 55,000 new jobs and 24,000 new 
homes could be delivered, capitalising on the public transport improvements envisaged 
for the area while displacing existing uses within Old Oak.
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Park royal OaPf
2.10 a Park royal Opportunity area Planning framework (OaPf) was published in 2011, 
but predated the commitment to bring forward the High Speed rail project (HS2) in 
Old Oak and was largely predicated on maintaining Old Oak as an industrial area with 
improvements to the environment of Park royal.
draft Old Oak and Park royal OaPf
2.11 a draft Opportunity area Planning framework (OaPf) for Old Oak & Park royal 
was published in february 2015 for public consultation to provide high-level guidance 
for safeguarding Park royal, regenerating Old Oak and protecting Wormwood Scrubs in 
light of the HS2 proposals. Specifically it seeks to guide the release of Sil within Old Oak 
and provides guidance for improving Park royal. this document was adopted in October 
2015.
2.12 the draft OaPf updates the information provided in the Old Oak vision document 
published by the Mayor in 2013 which did not cover Park royal and suggested 19,000 
new homes and 90,000 new jobs for Old Oak.
land for industry and transport SPG
2.13 the land for industry and transport SPG provides guidance to:

 - ensure an adequate stock of industrial capacity to meet the future needs and 
functional requirements of different types of industrial and related uses in 
different parts of london, including that for good quality and affordable space;

 - plan, monitor and manage the release of surplus industrial land so that it can 
better contribute to strategic and local planning objectives, especially those 
to provide more housing (including affordable housing) and, in appropriate 
locations, to provide social infrastructure and to contribute to town centre 
renewal; and

 - ensure the provision of sufficient land, suitably located, for the development of 
an expanded transport system to serve london’s needs.

2.14 the SPG includes indicative borough level monitoring benchmarks for the transfer 
of industrial land to other uses over the period 2011-2031. Specific to Park royal, the SPG 
identifies Park royal to include both Preferred industrial location and industrial business 
Park elements. it highlights the key role Park royal plays in logistics and that the area has 
a strong demand for both smaller (2,000 sqm) and larger (10,000 sqm) premises.

Local 
Hammersmith and fulham
2.15 Hammersmith and fulham’s Core Strategy (2011) recognises Park royal as a 
regeneration area with a long-term vision to transform it with substantial mixed-use 
development, made possible principally by the projected HS2 rail line and Crossrail. it 
recognises the potential for 1,600 homes and 5,000 jobs and supporting facilities in a 
high quality environment focused on the Grand Union Canal. the Council promotes 
Old Oak Common Sidings and the former north Pole Eurostar depot as a major rail 
interchange between the proposed High Speed 2 line, Crossrail, the Great Western line 
and the West and north london lines.
2.16 Whilst the Old Oak Common Sidings are currently safeguarded for Crossrail and 
designated as a Strategic industrial location (Sil), in the longer term, the Council 
promotes the sites use for mixed use development.
brent
2.17 brent’s Core Strategy (2010) recognises the need for regeneration in Park royal 
to provide new business opportunities and jobs and Policy 12 states that the Council 
will work with the Gla and neighbouring boroughs to secure the ‘opportunity area’ 
objectives for Park royal. this includes the redevelopment of 50 hectares of land for 
employment uses and the creation of 4,400 new jobs between 2007 and 2017, significant 
public transport improvements in relation to first Central and improvements to orbital 
public transport links to Wembley.
Ealing
2.18 Ealing Council’s Core Strategy (2012) seeks to retain business and industry 
throughout Park royal, promote Park royal as a centre for green industry, to improve 
cycle access, promote the use of the Grand Union Canal for freight transport and 
promote a Green Enterprise district. it also seeks to improve routes to and from north 
acton station and the Strategic industrial location. it recognises the potential for 2,000 
office jobs and 1,500 residential units at north acton in a mixed commercial and service 
development.
2.19 the Ealing development Sites dPd (2013) allocates the Southern Gateway for 
mixed-use development including residential and employment with ancillary retail and 
community uses, and provision of new public spaces.
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existing emPloyment evidenCe Base
2.20 three spatial tiers of employment land studies exist for the OPdC area:

London
Gla industrial land demand and release benchmarks Study (2011)
2.21 this document identifies future demand for industrial land across london and 
compares it with the current and planned supply to act as a measuring/monitoring tool. 
it identifies that industrial production sectors are expected to continue to decline while 
warehousing and logistics activity will continue to grow alongside waste management 
uses. Specific to Park royal, it identifies that speculative industrial development is likely 
to be limited and confined to small and medium sized units in selective parts of london, 
including Park royal.
Gla london industrial land baseline (2010)
2.22 this study quantifies and maps the supply of industrial land (including vacant 
industrial land) in london, with tabulated outputs at borough level. data is supplied for 
land designated in Strategic industrial locations (Sil), locally Significant industrial Sites 
and other, non-designated sites. time series data is provided for 2001, 2006 and 2010.

Sub-regional
West london Economic assessment (2011)
2.23 Six west london local authorities (including Hammersmith & fulham, brent and 
Ealing) commissioned the delivery of this document to provide an understanding of the 
West london economy. Specific to Park royal, this study identifies that there is a strong 
demand for logistics in Park royal and that Park royal has the potential to benefit from 
green industries.

Local
Gla Park royal atlas (2014)
2.24 the Park royal atlas identifies how many and what types of employment uses are 
currently active in Park royal. Of the 1,934 workplaces, 30% are small office spaces with 
those in large warehouses comprising 63%. Many of these are used by microbusinesses 
that count for 75% of workplaces.

lb brent Employment land demand Study (2013)
2.25 demand: the study forecasted demand showing that there is projected to be a 
decrease in demand for industrial land of between 18ha and 23.7ha in the period 2013 
to 2029 in brent. this is due largely to a forecast decrease in industrial employment 
as projected by the Gla. it is difficult in the lb brent context to differentiate between 
industrial/manufacturing land uses (b2 and b1c) and logistics/warehousing (b8) as these 
two uses are generally mixed and to a certain extent interchangeable on industrial 
estates in the borough. However, there is likely to be relatively more demand for b8 land 
uses than b2 uses. However, overall it is projected that over the planning period there will 
be decreasing demand for industrial uses as a whole.
2.26 Supply: On the supply side the field survey assessed that generally the borough has 
a good and fit for purpose industrial land supply. there are many strongly performing 
areas in the borough, in particular the four Sils, one of which being Park royal. However, 
the northfield industrial Estate in Park royal is identified to have a number of negative 
characteristics of being in close proximity to residential uses and inadequate parking or 
servicing. 
lb Ealing Employment land review (2010)

2.27 demand: the review supports the Gla’s previous london industrial release 
benchmarks published in 2007. this proposes that Ealing should decrease its net stock of 
industrial land by 14ha, equivalent to 57,000 sq m of floorspace (3% of the total industrial 
stock). for general industrial and warehousing the review also suggests that policies need 
to accommodate the continued decline in the manufacturing sectors but encourage the 
growing warehouse and distribution sector.
2.28 Supply: Park royal is identified as one of the clusters of employment sites 
and as the primary centre for industrial premises within the borough by providing 
accommodation for the vast majority of industrial occupiers. the area provides a mixture 
of accommodation from small dated accommodation to new large units. Occupiers range 
from trade counters and workshops to large national distribution occupiers. the site is 
generally well maintained and there is significant evidence of renewal. there is a general 
shift from manufacturing to distribution and further redevelopment is identified to be 
market driven. the strong strategic and local access along with the limited operational 
constraints results in high demand and high rental levels. Consequently, the review 
proposes that site should retain its existing employment use as the site does not require 
public intervention.
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lb Hammersmith & fulham Employment land & Premises Study (2005) and Updating 
Statements (2009 & 2010)
2.29 demand: the most recent evidence base document (Updating Statement 2010) 
identifies that the decline in demand of industrial floorspace continues from the original 
Employment land and Premises Study (2005), with stock having further declined from 
192,000 sq.m. to 155,746 sq.m. this fall is largely attributed to the loss of 23,500 sq.m. 
of floorspace through the mixed use redevelopment of the former Presolite factory in 
larden road. apart from larger industrial buildings awaiting development, including 
the dairy Crest building and some riverside sites, the vacant industrial sites continue to 
be small in nature and often integrated within mixed use or residential areas. the review 
states that many of the industrial sites comprise older style buildings not appropriate for 
more modern users without adaptation. in addition, as sites are vacated they may not 
be appropriately located for some of the newer kinds of activities identified by the Gla 
research as the growth areas including waste and logistics. in these circumstances a more 
liberal release of land may be warranted especially if more modern floorspace can be 
located in a more accessible area at an increased density.
2.30 Supply: there is no outstanding pipeline for significant industrial or warehousing 
development in the borough. the last significant development activity for these uses 
was in the Hythe road area for the substantial waste processing facility at the Powerday 
site. two self storage schemes, one in Hythe road area (Scrubs lane) and the other in 
townmead road, have been completed in recent years and since the completion of the 
ElPS. it is likely that significant additional floorspace for these uses will not be provided in 
this borough outside of the Sil area. additional capacity could however be provided by 
the upgrading of sites within the Sil area..

otHer evidenCe Base
Old Oak Strategic Transport Strategy
2.31 a strategy transport strategy for Old Oak will be developed to demonstrate 
how future demand can be accommodated. the transport strategy aims to improve 
local connections and facilitate regeneration of the area, whilst minimising any negative 
impact on the transport network and its users. a specific study for Park royal will also be 
undertaken.
Objectives

 - Minimise congestion on the surrounding highway network
 - improve connectivity throughout the Oa and the surrounding area
 - Ensure the future freight / servicing demands within the Oa can be 

accommodated 
Current transport issues

 - Highway network: congested with limited spare capacity
 - Public transport accessibility: poor access with stations and bus stops on the 

periphery.
 - Pedestrian/cycle network: poor quality with barriers presented by the canal and 

railway lines.
 - freight: high volume of vehicle freight transport which causes delay to other 

traffic.
interventions required to mitigate current issues and the impact of development

 - new london Overground station(s) at Old Oak
 - improved frequencies on the london Overground
 - a potential extension of Crossrail 1 to the WCMl 
 - increased bus frequencies and new/ extended routes operating 
 - new walking network 
 - new cycle connections 
 - demand management policies to reduce car mode share
 - improved site access to Old Oak alongside new and improved road connections
 - Highway improvements

Forthcoming evidence base
2.32 during the development of the OPdC local Plan, the OPdC will be undertaking a 
range of studies, including retail, housing, environment, transport and heritage, to inform 
policy development which may also impact on employment policies.
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introduCtion
3.1 this section of the review identifies and analyses the employment sites across the 
OPdC area to better understand the physical, economic and environmental aspects 
of how the industrial employment land is currently used. the analysis is based on the 
detailed quantitative and qualitative data gathered in early 2014 for the Park royal atlas 
study boundary. this data has been updated and expanded with fieldwork and desk 
research in early 2015 to cover the whole OPdC. 

3.2 the analysis follows the criteria for qualitative assessment set out in land for industry 
and transport Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) (Gla, 2012) which supports 
the london Plan policies to ensure an adequate stock of industrial land and seeks to 
retain low cost business accommodation where there is demand. the criteria set out in 
paragraphs 4.14-4.16 of the SGP cover economic, land use and market demand aspects 
of industrial sites. this chapter focuses on the economic and land use criteria which are 
combined into a series of indicators by which each site is assessed. additional indicators 
such as site typologies and street presence have been included to better understand and 
analyse the existing fabric and potential of the industrial sites. Market demand criteria are 
addressed for the whole OPdC area in chapter 5.
3.3 the following pages explain how the employment sites have been identified 
and analysed. they create the basis for the quantitative analysis of plot ratios and 
employment densities that follows. these numbers are then given some context with 
a qualitative analysis that looks at the vacancies, services for workers, accessibility 
for goods transport, the level of local employment, public transport accessibility, 
travel to work and customer and supplier locations. analyses of street presence and 
environmental impact then estimate the overall effect of each site on the area, enabling 
the sites to be considered within the wider setting. finally, an overview of the sites 
affected by redevelopment is provided. 
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fig. 4 Ownership boundaries

OPdC boundary
Study sub-areas
Ownership boundaries
Source: land registry, 2014
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ownersHiP Boundaries
3.4 there are a wide range of ownership boundary patterns across the OPdC area. 
Subareas E3 and E4 for example are characterised by older long warehouses on narrow 
plots. Many of these warehouses have been split into smaller units and so have some of 
the land parcels. at the opposite end of the spectrum there are subareas, such as b2, with 
more modern standalone warehouses and industrial estates on much larger land parcels 
often owned and managed by a single business. Often these land parcels were previously 
the sites of large purpose built factories that had moved or closed down such as the 
Guinness and Heinz factories. 
3.5 the current ownership boundaries are a result of the original companies and 
industrial developments in Park royal. the diverse pattern of land parcels is the 

framework that has provided a diverse workplace units types, scales, prices and tenures 
that provide the conditions for a diverse mix of business activities.
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fig. 5 Employment sites
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emPloyment sites
3.6 Within the 650ha of the OPdC area, 300 employments sites have been identified, 
covering 355 ha or 55% of the total area. the rest of the area is mostly made up of 
transport infrastructure, green spaces and residential sites. the sites are based on logical 
groupings or subdivisions of the ownership boundaries based on similar business uses or 
typologies to provide a sound geographical subdivision for the following categorisations 
and analyses.
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Land use by ha

Land use Area (ha) Area (%)  

Industrial 328 92.1% 92.1%

A General industry 83 23.4%
B Light industry 50 14.1%
C Warehouses 116 32.6%
D Open storage 9 2.4%
E Self storage 1 0.4%
F Utilities 10 2.8%
G Land for buses 1 0.3%
H Land for rail 42 11.8%
I Waste management and recycling 8 2.1%
J Other industrial 1 0.2%
K Vacant industrial 7 1.9%

Non-industrial 28 7.9% 7.9%

L Offices 9 2.4%
M Retail 6 1.7%
N Community services 7 1.8%
O Recreation and leisure 4 1.2%
P Residential 2 0.6%

Total 356 100.0% 100.0%
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fig. 6 Land  use areas

l and use
3.7 the employment sites have been categorised using the land use categories defined 
in London’s Industrial Land Baseline (Gla 2010). these land use categories are split into 
industrial and non-industrial. they reflect only the main activities of all the business units 
on that site, meaning that they cannot represent the diversity of uses on some of the 
sites. Some of the sites are difficult to categorise, for instance wholesalers can be difficult 
to distinguish from retailers and wholesale businesses or trade counters are categorised 
as warehouse land use because they do not fall under the wholesale market or retail 
categories.
3.8 the employment sites in the OPdC area are predominantly industrial. 92% of the 
employment land is categorised as industrial uses. Only 2% of the employment land 
has been identified as vacant which means that there is little opportunity to redevelop 
industrial sites without replacing existing uses. However the specific site categories 
should not be given too much weight as they often hide a mix of land uses including 
general industry, light industry, warehouses and offices. they are mainly useful as a basis 
for the land use scenarios in Chapter 7.
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fig. 7 Land use map
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site t yPologies
3.9 Categorising the employment sites by typology provides a better overview of the 
character of the OPdC area. the categories describe the spatial configurations and 
building types on the sites. they have been identified by analysing the diverse site 
typologies in Park royal and other industrial areas in london.
3.10 the four main site typologies, business centres, dense light industrial, industrial 
estates and standalone warehouses, account for 75% of the employment land in the 
OPdC area. the intensification studies in chapter 6 focus on these four because they 
are relatively standard typologies that are repeated across the OPdC in various forms. 
Specific industrial sites are included because they have very different configurations 
depending on their use.
3.11 Most of the recently built sites in Park royal are modern large standalone 
warehouses or industrial estates with units of varying sizes that are aimed at more 
established companies that can pay premium rents. at the same time there are also 
several examples of older dense light industrial sites that have been subdivided which 
have been categorised as business centres and provide small workplaces at more flexible 
conditions. together the four main site typologies provide a diverse range of workplace 
units and conditions to cater to the needs of a diverse range of business units sizes and 
sectors.

3.12 Main site typologies

Standalone warehouse
large industrial warehouses, distribution centres or 
transport depots that have their own access routes, 
car parking, yarbusd space, integrated office space and 
security facilities. they are typically occupied by a single 
business with a transport and distribution or general 
industry land use. Standalone warehouses are typically 
more modern, built in the last 30 to 40 years and have large 
yard spaces.

Industrial estate
Purpose built terraced warehouses often with integrated 
office space occupied by individual businesses and 
accessed off a shared yard or car park. typically unit sizes 
are smaller than in standalone warehouses. the main land 
uses associated with industrial estates are transport and 
storage followed by light industry and general industry. 
industrial estates are also typically more modern, built in 
the last 30 to 40 years.

Dense light industrial
Older industrial warehouses and factories that have been 
subdivided and repurposed over a number of years, 
typically with little yard space or formal parking. their 
main land uses are general and light industry followed by 
transport and distribution.

Business Centres
a mix of multi-storey and single-storey buildings, often 
reused factories or warehouses, divided into small units that 
are rented out to multiple businesses. Parking is generally 
provided, although there is rarely yard space for large-scale 
loading and unloading. they are categorised under office or 
light industrial land use.

3.13 Other site typologies

Specific Industrial
large custom built factories, utilities sites and substations.

Open industrial land
largely open industrial land used for storage, or other uses.

Hotel and office
Standalone office or hotel buildings.

Retail park
large, single storey retail warehouses with large amounts of customer parking.

Street frontage
traditional high street type premises with small retail units on the ground floor and office 
or residential above.

Business in residential
businesses found within residential blocks and/or areas that are primarily residential. 
typically schools, doctor’s surgeries, some small retail and community centres.

Vacant land
land which is currently unused, and has few or no built structures on it.
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Site typology by ha

Site Typology Area (ha) Area (%)  

01 Standalone warehouse 125 35.1%
02 Industrial estate 81 22.9%
03 Dense light industrial 27 7.7%
04 Business centre 13 3.7%
05 Open industrial land 18 5.0%
06 Specific industrial 63 17.7%
07 Street frontage 1 0.3%
08 Business in residential 1 0.3%
09 Hotel or office 5 1.3%
10 Retail park 8 2.3%
11 Other 8 2.3%
12 Vacant 5 1.5%
Total 356 100.0% 100.0%

Site typologies Number of% of employment sites
01 Standalone warehouse 87 28%
02 Industrial estate 68 22%
03 Dense light industrial 57 19%
04 Business centre 21 7%
05 Open industrial land 19 6%
06 Specific industrial 14 5%
07 Street frontage 9 3%
08 Business in residential 4 1%
09 Hotel or office 9 3%
10 Retail park 2 1%
11 Other 6 2%
12 Vacant 11 4%
Grand Total 307 100%

fig. 9 Site typologiesfig. 8 Site typologies map
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fig. 14 Plot ratio by site typology
Site typology Plot Ratio  

01 Standalone warehouse 66%
02 Industrial estate 70%
03 Dense light industrial 83%
04 Business centre 107%
05 Open industrial land 12%
06 Specific industrial 31%
07 Street frontage 55%
08 Business in residential 45%
09 Hotel or office 121%
10 Retail park 32%
11 Other 73%
12 Vacant 61%
Average 69% 69%
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fig. 15 Plot ratio map

Plot ratio
3.14 the plot ratio provides a comparison of the proportion of built floor area to land 
area. it has been calculated by dividing the total gross external floor area (GEa) for all 
floors of all buildings on a site divided by that site’s land area. the GEa for each workplace 
unit is calculated by multiplying the area of the building footprint measured to the 
outer most building edge from the Ordinance Survey (OS) Mastermap, updated where 
necessary, with the estimated proportion and number of floors used by the workplace 
unit. the plot ratios vary across the OPdC area from 0%, for a vacant site to 450%, for 
a multi-storey business centre. the average across the OPdC is 69%, which would be 
equivalent to a 1 storey building covering 69% of each employment site. Most industrial 
buildings in the OPdC area are single storey double height often with a small proportion 
of offices on the ground or first floor.
3.15 industrial sites have a lower average plot ratio than non-industrial uses because of 
their need for yard service and parking space. the four main site typologies, standalone 
warehouses, industrial estates and business centres have differing average plot ratios. 
business centres have the highest average plot ratio as they often contain multi-storey 
buildings while standalone warehouses have the lowest average plot ratio because they 
are often aimed at logistics related uses that require large yard spaces and the industrial 
floorspace is typically on a single floor. While dense light industrial sites have a higher 
average plot ratio, they often have insufficient yard space for many industrial business 
uses. in areas with a high proportion of dense light industrial sites such as subareas E3 
and E4 this can cause congestion due to the streets being used for parking and deliveries.

Land use Plot Ratio  

Industrial 65% 65%

A General industry 69%
B Light industry 78%
C Warehouses 67%
D Open storage 10%
E Self storage 93%
F Utilities 13%
G Land for buses 18%
H Land for rail 30%
I Waste management and recycling 30%
J Other industrial 29%
K Vacant industrial 46%

Non-industrial 95% 95%

L Offices 126%
M Retail 52%
N Community services 106%
O Recreation and leisure 32%
P Residential 82%

Average 69% 69%

fig. 16 Plot ratio by land use
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Site Typology m2/worker Count of Empl_dens_floor_area_sqm

01 Standalone warehouse 91
02 Industrial estate 54
03 Dense light industrial 55
04 Business centre 50
Average 67 228
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fig. 18 Employment density by site area
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Site Typology Workers/ha  

01 Standalone warehouse 114
02 Industrial estate 144
03 Dense light industrial 191
04 Business centre 304
Average 159 233
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fig. 17 Employment density by floor area
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emPloyment densit y By floor area
Employment densities by floor area provide an overview of how much built floor space 
is available per employee. for each employment site the total gross external area over 
all floors (explained previously in the Plot ratio section) is divided by the estimated 
number of jobs to obtain the average employment density. the job numbers for 
around one third of the businesses have been estimated based on field observations 
and information obtained from businesses. these have been used to calculate average 
job densities for each building type in the Park royal atlas (large warehouses, small 
warehouses, workshops, small office, large office, retail, yards and other) and estimate the 
employment of the rest of the business units by building type defined in the Park royal 
atlas 

emPloyment densit y By site
3.16 the distribution of employment across the OPdC area is best visualised using the 
site employment density, which estimates the average number of jobs per hectare for 
each site. it is based on the job number estimates for each site, as estimated for the 
employment density by gross floor area. although, in general, the employment density 
map follows the general pattern of the plot ratios map, there are exceptions where 
the employment densities by floor area are particularly high or low due to the types of 
buildings and activities on a site. Of all site typologies, business centres have the highest 
employment density, while hotels and offices are both closer to the overall average, 
despite having higher plot ratios.
3.17 the average site job density estimated in the OPdC area is higher than previous 
estimates ranging from 48 to 155 jobs per hectare for general industry and warehousing 
sites in both inner and outer london (london’s industrial baseline, 2010). this could 
be explained by the high industrial real-estate values as explored in the Market Profile 
chapter. the map shows that there is little correlation between location and site job 
density. this suggests that there could be potential to locate industrial uses with greater 
employment densities close to public transport hubs.
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vacancy
vacant unit
vacant site

fig. 19 Vacant sites and units

vaCanCy
3.18 there are only a handful vacant sites and units left in the OPdC area. new buildings 
that are still incomplete or in the process of being let have been categorised as unknown 
rather than vacant for this study. Several previously vacant sites have been developed 
over the last year and businesses are in the process of moving in. Only 2% or 7 ha of 
the total site area and 7.5% or 160,000m2 of the floor space was found to be vacant. 
the vacancy rate is discussed in the Market Profile chapter. Given the diverse range of 
workplace unit sizes and conditions in the OPdC area, this makes finding a suitable unit 
in Park royal difficult for industrial businesses. to avoid stunting economic growth in the 
area options to increase the provision of diverse industrial units should be a priority and 
is explored later in the intensification chapter.

serviCes 
3.19 Private and public services for the workforce and residents in Park royal, such as 
health services, restaurants and retail, are thinly spread across the OPdC area and account 
for approximately 10% of the floor space. retail and restaurants make up only 5% of the 
floor area and the few cafés and restaurants tend to be concentrated in particular areas. 
there are also no town centres where workers can have lunch or access services within 
walking distance. Some of the larger businesses provide in house canteens to their 
workforce. 
3.20 there is at least one day-care located at the centre of Park royal within a business 
centre. a dozen religious communities congregate in units within Park royal, however 
these are non-conforming uses and do not provide services to the community that live 
and work in the OPdC area as most members come from outside the area in the evenings 
or on weekends.
3.21 the provision of more public and private services along the main pedestrian routes 
could help to improve the pedestrian experience in Park royal, making it more attractive 
for people to walk to lunch or walk to public transport nodes at the edge of Park royal. a 
greater presence and better distribution of local services would provide meeting places 
and create opportunities for business to aggregate. Encouraging open canteens could 
support those without and help to reduce lunchtime traffic.
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Amenities Count
Cafes and bars 4
Catering 31
Healthcare services 10
Hospital 2
Hotel 4
Public services 5
Restaurants 73
Retail 76

fig. 21 Services numbersfig. 20 Services map
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fig. 22 On street parking
road infrastruCture
3.27 the OPdC area is well located in relation to the strategic road network. the railway 
lines and canal are today rarely used to transport goods. road accessibility was cited 
most often by businesses as the advantage of being located in the area when interviewed 
for the Park royal atlas (Gla, 2014). However, road congestion is an issue to which both 
goods transportation and driving to work contribute. because there are only a few access 
points to the main Park royal area the routes in and out are easily congested. in addition, 
on some internal streets such as those in sub-areas E3 and E4, there is often little room 
left to manoeuvre between parked cars and waiting or manoeuvring lorries, amplifying 
the congestion problems. Other sub-areas are isolated with limited access points. this 
is currently the case in the central part of subarea Hf1 which is part of the Old Oak 
Common redevelopment plan. also most of subarea E1 can only be accessed from the 
slip road along one side of Western avenue.
3.28 road maintenance was the necessary improvement mentioned the most by 
businesses. Most businesses in the OPdC area depend on the transport of goods from 
their suppliers and to their customers. almost all of this happens by road despite the 
railway lines and canal around and through the area. Close access to the north Circular 
road and the Westway or Western avenue as well as the proximity to central london are 
therefore key factors for many businesses to be located in Park royal.
3.29 to keep goods flowing in and out of Park royal, strategies for alternative modes of 
transport for goods and workers and improved roads need to be explored. this will be 
especially important to mitigate the effects of construction traffic from Old Oak.
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loading and yards
3.24 Ground floor access is essential to the operation of most industrial businesses in the 
OPdC. Most industrial sites require ground floor loading doors and sufficient yard space 
for loading, unloading and parking. developers building the modern warehouses and 
industrial estates in the area are careful to balance the amount of built floor space and 
yard space.
3.25 the OPdC area offers interesting examples of efficient use of sites. an existing 
building on one site had previously been used by a single business was renovated into a 
business centre and parking was added to a second storey roof. the investment of adding 
ramps and strengthening the structure to provide parking was deemed essential by the 
owners to attract tenants. On another smaller site, the developer that built a new small 
scale industrial estate made sure that everyone unit had sufficient yard space for parking 
and loading. However these businesses still don’t have the necessary shared space for 
deliveries with articulated lorries.
3.26 While currently most industrial businesses require units with yard space at grade 
there is very little vacant land to deal with rising demand. new strategies will be 
necessary to use land more efficiently and intensively while still providing the yard and 
parking space necessary for industrial businesses.

fig. 24 Average yard to site proportions

Site typology % Yard Average of Yard_site_proportion2

01 Standalone warehouse 40%
02 Industrial estate 36%
03 Dense light industrial 28%
04 Business centre 35%
Grand Total 35% 0.353352626

suPPliers and Customers
3.22 in the Park royal atlas (Gla, 2014), interviewees were asked to select the locations 
of their primary suppliers and customers. the responses show the important synergies 
within Park royal of businesses supplying each other. they also demonstrate that 
not only most customers, but also 50% of businesses rely on london based suppliers. 
the responses appear to give credence to Park royal’s status as london’s kitchen and 
workshop, with large numbers of food and other manufacturers as well as car repairs 
having a primarily local to london-wide customer base.
3.23 their location within the OPdC area is important to many of the businesses not 
only because of the proximity to customers in central and west london but also their 
proximity to customers in the local area and the close proximity to other businesses 
within the OPdC area. this emphasises the need to protect and provide as much diverse 
industrial business space possible within the OPdC area.
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fig. 25 Where employees live by borough fig. 26 Where employees live map
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Source: Census 2011

travel to work  
3.30 While the OPdC area workforce lives across london, the largest proportion of 
workers are local and live within the three surrounding boroughs. Other industrial areas 
in london also provide local employment. While there are a large number of people that 
live across west london that drive to work in the OPdC area, those living locally or further 
afield will tend to take public transport and other modes of travel to get work. this may 
be due to weak north-south public transport links in west london as well as the lack of 24 
hour public transport operation. 
3.31 accessibility to public transport varies greatly across the OPdC area according 
to the Public transport accessibility level (Ptal) map from 2014. Ptal shows the level 
of accessibility to the public transport network from each point in london taking into 
account walking time and service availability. While some areas of the OPdC close to tfl 
stations and the Central Middlesex Hospital have high levels of accessibility, much of the 
rest of the area is poorly served and some bus routes through Park royal are relatively 
inefficient. this means that people have to walk further through industrial areas that do 
not feel safe, especially at night. the efficiency of the bus routes that serve parts of the 
area are also affected by the congestion and poor road maintenance mentioned earlier.
3.32 improvements in public transport, walking and cycling links to the local area and 
north-west london can help reduce congestion and demand for parking in Park royal, 
freeing up much needed road and yard space for business activities.

Source: Census 2011

Source: tfl
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fig. 28 Street presence fig. 29 Impact on environment
Estimated level Area (ha) % Area  

Very low 67 19%
Low 154 43%
Neutral 81 23%
High 52 15%
Very high 2 1%
Grand Total 356 100% 355.8287567
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Estimated level Area (ha) % Area  

Very low 18 5%
Low 160 45%
Neutral 102 29%
High 55 16%
Very high 21 6%
Grand Total 356 100% 355.8287567
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street PresenCe 
3.33 although the mix of business sectors makes the OPdC area a lively industrial area, 
much of this remains invisible from the street. the quality of the public realm of the area 
is defined in great part by the by the street presence of the employment sites. this street 
presence has been rated based on the accessibility, visibility from the street and clarity 
of signage of each employment site. for some businesses street presence is important 
because they benefit from walk-in customers that are in the area for other business. for 
instance, workers will have lunch in the cafes on the street or builders will order structural 
steel from a supplier they notice in passing so that they can pick it up when they visit one 
of the many trade counters in the area.
3.34 increased street presence in certain areas of Park royal can be good for business 
as well as help to increase walking, cycling and public transport use in the area by 
increasing activity on the streets and making them feel safer.

imPaCt on environment 
3.35 to better understand the necessity for certain industrial businesses to be buffered 
from more sensitive land uses such as residential and office uses the impact on the 
environment of employment sites has been estimated. this is based on the estimated 
degrees of noise, air pollution and heavy traffic caused by the business activities on 
each site. according to this assessment, only 36% of the employment sites are estimated 
to have a very high impact on their surroundings. Standalone warehouses are most 
often found in this category, often due to the amount of heavy traffic they generate. 
furthermore, there are a couple of employment sites that generate a lot of noise and air 
pollution, such as waste handling sites and some general industry sites. these sites are 
often located at the fringes of the area along rail lines and yards that are separated them 
from the surrounding residential areas.
3.36 to allow industry in Park royal to function to its full potential within Sil, adjacent 
residential or office development would need to be located so as to not be negatively 
affected by noise, air pollution or traffic from industrial businesses. buffers or transition 
areas between industrial sites and new development should be considered as well as 
the potential to reduce the impact on the environment of Park royal businesses by 
supporting the shift to green production and distribution processes and technologies.
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affeCted sites
3.37 the Old Oak redevelopment proposals in the OaPf together with the sites for the 
construction of HS2 will affect around 29% of the land within the OPdC area, most of it 
industrial. this employment land currently contains an estimated 23% of the business 
units within the OPdC area, around 350 businesses, providing around 6500 jobs. in 
addition there are also some sites that are vacant or with current industrial or town centre 
retail uses within Park royal which are not designated as Strategic industrial locations. 
Employment on these sites could also be affected as well as some of the surrounding 
industrial uses if these sites were to be redeveloped with residential uses. 
3.38 Supporting the retention of some of these businesses within the area would be 
beneficial to the diversity of the local economy and local employment. land owners 
could be encouraged to support the relocation of businesses from the Old Oak and HS2 
to appropriate sites within Park royal and the surrounding boroughs.
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introduCtion 
4.1 to assess the future demand for industrial space (built floorspace and land) within 
the Old Oak and Park royal development Corporation (OPdC) area, we provide two 
complementary analyses.  We begin in this chapter with a quantitative assessment for the 
period 2011 – 2031, based largely on planning data and considering Old Oak and Park 
royal in the context of West london.   this period (11-31) differs from the plan period 
but aligns with the Gla industrial land SPG (2012).  as we detail below this SPG provides 
guidance to the boroughs concerning how much industrial land should be released to 
maintain a reservoir of land for industrial uses in london.   although published three 
years ago the SPG remains the only strategic guidance which can be used to guide cross 
boundary planning in london.  
4.2 in the following chapter we provide a market analysis that covers the same 
geography but focuses on qualitative aspects, including the profile and requirements of 
occupiers and the potential for intensification.  
4.3 in both chapters, we start by considering today’s requirements but focus on the 
potential for future change. this is important, because today’s business occupiers may 
not be the ones we expect or want to accommodate on the finite amount of good-quality 
strategic industrial land that will be available in West london in future. 

demand
4.4 before we assess demand, it will be useful to define it. in the present context and 
in principle, the demand for industrial space is the industrial space that would be 
provided in the plan period if land supply was not constrained, either by planning or 
competing land uses. demand reflects the quantity and qualitative mix of space that 
would be occupied and financially viable, so business want to use it and landowners and 
developers want to provide it. 
4.5 demand is hard to assess, partly because land supply has never been completely 
unconstrained. all assessments of demand can be coloured by previous policies and 
constraints in supply. High demand for a scarce resource will tend to manifest itself in 
increased rents and values, and very low vacancy rates, possibly below the 5% frictional 
vacancy rate required for efficient market operation. therefore demand assessments, 
including the london industrial benchmarks discussed later in this section, must be 
considered minimum estimates of the true demand for land.
4.6 another difficulty is that it would not make sense to assess demand within the OPdC 
area in isolation, because the space businesses want to occupy there, and how much they 
are prepared to pay for it, will depend on what is available in the wider market area. in 
other words, the demand for space in Old Oak and Park royal, in the sense defined above, 
will depend on the balance of demand and supply across the wider market. 
4.7 below, therefore, we analyse demand, supply and the balance of the two across the 

three boroughs that contain the OPdC area, before drawing implications for the OPdC 
area itself. 
4.8 the next section deals with future demand over the period 2011-2031, as assessed 
by the benchmark Studies and translated into policy by the Mayor’s Supplementary 
Planning Guidance (SPG). in the following section we assess actual and planned land 
supply since the 2011 base date and compare it with the benchmarks, to assess the 
present and foreseeable balance of supply and demand to date.

Current demand
Overview
4.9 demand for industrial land in london is forecast by the industrial land demand and 
release benchmarks studies, which (under this and similar titles) have long been a key 
component of the evidence base for the london Plan. the most recent version of this 
evidence was published in december 2011 and its findings are reflected in the Mayor’s 
Supplementary Planning Guidance, land for industry and transport (September 2012). 
4.10 the benchmarks study forecast the london-wide demand for industrial space 
defined to include land for warehousing, waste, utilities and transport as well as 
manufacturing, over the period 2011-31. it then advised on where that demand should 
be met, taking account of both demand and the capacity of different boroughs to 
accommodate it. the SPG translates the study’s conclusions into policy: for london as 
a whole it aims to ensure that the assessed demand is met in full, and within london it 
aims to steer that demand to the places that are most able to accommodate it. 
4.11 the calculation in the benchmarks study started from the ‘industrial baseline’, which 
was the stock of industrial land as at 2010. this was estimated following a comprehensive 
survey of london.  the study went on to forecast demand over the period, measured as 
a change in stock.  the forecasts suggested that the land required would fall over the 
period. in other words, the net demand for industrial space would be negative despite 
growth in the warehousing (logistics), waste and utilities sectors.
4.12 therefore the benchmarks study indicated that a certain amount of existing 
industrial land in each borough could be released over the plan period, consistent 
with demand being met.  the SPG reconciled the london-wide and borough level 
estimates in the benchmarks Study with more local employment land reviews and 
produced an integrated strategic benchmark for each borough on this basis. the SPG 
requests boroughs manage their losses in line with the SPG benchmark figures. the SPG 
benchmarks are not site-specific, or even specific to certain types of sites.  boroughs 
are expected to provide additional local evidence (particularly where there is no up-to-
date local employment land review) which tests the SPG benchmarks in more detail and 
develops site specific conclusions and recommendations.  
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The baseline stock 
4.13 the london industrial land baseline (2010) report found that the West london sub 
region in 2010 accommodated around 2,100 ha of industrial land. 
4.14 the report also provides an indication of what type of use this land was in.  for West 
london as a whole and the three OPdC boroughs warehousing was the predominant 
use.  but West london, and partially the OPdC boroughs of Ealing and brent, still 
accommodated a sizable stock of land in manufacturing use.  around 400 ha of land was 
in manufacturing use in the three boroughs.  

future demand
General and Light Industry (Manufacturing)
4.15 the benchmarks study used employment projections to estimate future (long term) 
market demand for industrial land.  in this context general and light industrial land is that 
used for manufacturing purposes.    
4.16 the projections suggested declining employment in manufacturing sectors over 
the projection period (2011-31).  because of the large stock of manufacturing jobs in the 
three boroughs the analysis suggested some loss of industrial land was justified.  
4.17 the chart below shows the expected loss of jobs across london.  both Ealing and 
brent with their large manufacturing sector structures were projected to have some of 
the largest job losses in london.

fig. 31 Stock of industrial land in West London, 2010, ha
Source GLA Industrial Land Baseline Survey, 2011
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fig. 32 Projected Change in manufacturing job numbers, 2011-2031
Source GLA Industrial Land Release Benchmarks report (2011)
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4.18 the benchmarks study translated the projected decline in jobs into land using 
employment densities and plot ratios.  for industrial land demand, the result was that the 
three OPdC boroughs combined could release around 150 ha of the 400 ha of stock over 
the plan period.  

fig. 33 Demand for industrial land, 2011-2031, ha
Source:  Industrial Land Release Benchmarks report (2011)

Warehousing (logistics) 
4.19 the benchmarks report calculated the demand for logistics space in a different way 
to industrial land.  the report found that the demand for logistics space was not related 
to numbers of jobs, but rather to the flow of goods needed to support london and its 
growing population and economy.  as london’s population and its economy grows, the 
demand for logistics space also grows.    
4.20 to distribute this total growth between boroughs, the report used a formula 
that took account of each borough’s past growth and each borough’s current capacity. 
thus, those boroughs which had seen most warehouse growth in the past, and those 
which had most capacity at the base date, were allocated more growth for the future. 
that capacity was defined as land which at the base date was in manufacturing use, so 
as manufacturing declined it could be re-used for warehousing. for West london, this 
formula favoured the boroughs of Ealing and brent. 
4.21 for the three OPdC boroughs the growth in land required for warehousing and 
logistics uses largely offsets forecast losses in manufacturing.   for the three OPdC 
boroughs combined the requirement was for 119ha of additional land over the plan 
period.  
4.22 because there is no new supply of land the evidence assumed that much of this 
growth would be achieved by re-cycling former manufacturing sites.  Essentially because 
there is no new supply of land in london all the positive demand for new logistics 
(warehousing) space would need to be accommodated on existing  (manufacturing) 
employment sites.  but in doing so the character of these sites would change as 
former factories, vacated as manufacturing in london continued to decline, would be 
redeveloped (or re-used) by the growing logistics market.  

fig. 34 Additional land required for logistics 2011–31
Source:  Industrial Land Release Benchmarks report (2011)

borough Hectares

brent 61.1

Ealing 42.5

Hammersmith and fulham 15.4

OPdC boroughs 119
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Waste, utilities and transport
4.23 Similarly to land for logistics the benchmarks report makes positive allowance 
for additional waste and utilities land.  as the population grows so too will the amount 
of land needed to accommodate the required services.  for the three OPdC boroughs 
combined it forecasts positive demand for 10ha of additional land over the plan period.
4.24 for transport uses the report also shows positive demand london-wide, but it does 
not apportion that demand between boroughs.

All Industrial uses combined
4.25 the above analysis was used by the Gla to inform the land for industry and 
transport SPG which is used by the boroughs to inform their local policies.  the SPGwas 
informed by the analysis discussed above but when making recommendations the SPG 
flexed the data to reflect local circumstances.  for the three boroughs the SPG shows 
boroughs combined can release 89 ha of industrial land for other uses in 2011-31, of 
which:

 - 39 ha in Hammersmith & fulham
 - 26 ha in brent
 - 24 ha in Ealing.

4.26 looking at evidence we can see that the headline figure of 89ha hides larger 
changes in the character and makeup of the retained stock of land.  
4.27 the underlying assumption driving the benchmark 89ha is that manufacturing will 
continue to decline in london.  this decline will free up a large amount of land which 

was formally occupied by factories.   this land can be re-used to accommodate growing 
logistics, waste and utilities activities.  the balance (89ha) is land which, by 2031, we don’t 
expect to be used for any ‘industrial’ type activity and can be released from the industrial 
stock.  this is the land which can be used for housing and other uses.  
4.28 but if land is not recycled in the way that the evidence assumed, if sufficient former 
factories are not redeveloped or re-used for the growing sectors london will be short of 
land for logistics, waste, transport etc.  
4.29 also if manufacturing land is released too quickly there will be a shortage of land for 
manufacturing activates.  
4.30 if the benchmarks are exceeded in their totality; there will be insufficient land for all 
the industrial uses.  
4.31 the evidence suggests that this may be happening in the OPdC boroughs, as we 
explain in the next section.

suPPly and demand Bal anCe
Overview
4.32 in this section we assess the actual and planned supply of employment land in the 
OPdC boroughs since the 2011 base date and compare it with the SPG benchmarks.
4.33 the Gla has worked with the boroughs to estimate how much land has been lost 
over the last 5 years.  from this we can estimate whether land is being released too 
fast and whether there is likely to be a growing shortage of industrial land in the three 
boroughs before any further losses from within the OPdC area.  
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4.34 the results of this analysis show that within only 5 years (of the 20 year period 
the benchmarks cover) the three boroughs have released more than 60% of their total 
benchmark values.  One borough, Ealing, has released almost all of its benchmark 
quantity of land while Hammersmith and fulham have released around 50%.  
4.35 the table below updates the benchmarks to 2015 with known losses which have 
been agreed with the boroughs.
4.36 the evidence to date shows that should this rate of loss continue the three 
boroughs are at risk of releasing all their benchmark values within only 10 of the 20 year 
period i.e. twice as fast as the SPG recommended. 
4.37  in addition it is very likely the boroughs will continue to loose further land 
from the supply.  all three boroughs still have a number of unimplemented planning 
permissions which will result in further losses.  they also have outstanding development 
plan allocations, such as the large Southall regeneration proposals in Ealing or Wembley 
Park regeneration in brent which will probably result in further losses over the life these 
development plans.  finally sites will be lost through the operation of the borough 
criteria based (windfall) policies.  
4.38 We cannot robustly evidence the scale of these losses because most don’t yet 
benefit from planning permission.  it is also the case that boroughs will seek to secure 
replacement employment floor space to try to minimise the scale of losses.  but looking 
at the losses to date and considering the scale of losses at Old Oak the key message is 
very clear.  the three boroughs are releasing industrial land at rapid rate and are likely to 
exceed the benchmark values in the next few years if this trend continues.

fig. 35 Industrial benchmarks and known losses
Source:  GLA, PBA & Boroughs

2011-2031 pa 2011-2015 % of Benchmark pa 2015-2031 % of Benchmark pa

Brent 26 1.3 12 46% 2.4 14 54% 0.9

Ealing 24 1.2 22 92% 4.4 2 8% 0.1

H&F 39 2.0 20 51% 4.0 19 49% 1.3

Three Boroughs 89 4.5 54 61% 11 35 39% 2.3

Benchmark value (ha) Actual loss (ha) Remaing land to release (ha)

ConClusions and imPliCations
4.39 the Mayor’s land for industry and transport SPG, informed by the industrial 
benchmarks Study, indicated that the three OPdC boroughs should monitor the release 
of industrial land against a benchmark of 89 ha between 2011 and 2031. 
4.40 from the new data collected by the boroughs we can see that over 60% of this land 
has already been lost in only 5 years.  the rate of loss is more than double that suggested 
in the benchmarks.  in Ealing almost the full benchmark value has already been lost 
leaving no ‘headroom’ between 2015 and 2031.  
4.41 We cannot robustly estimate future losses.  but we know that there will inevitably 
be additional losses as outstanding planning permissions are implemented and 
development plan allocations worked through. What this means in practice is that 
West london is running increasingly short of industrial land.  and that too many former 
manufacturing sites are being redeveloped for non-industrial uses and not enough are 
being recycled for the growing industrial sectors.  the benchmarks values only ‘balance’ if 
some former manufacturing land is redeveloped (or reused) for growing logistics sectors.  
4.42 in summary, across the three boroughs it is likely that the supply of industrial 
land over the plan period will fall significantly short of the assessed minimum demand. 
for prime industrial locations within the area, such as the OPdC area, the result is that 
demand for industrial land – the amount that would be taken up for industrial uses if 
made available to the market – exceeds physical capacity, as frustrated demand from the 
wider market focuses on the remaining land that is still reserved for industry. thus, for 
practical purposes there is no limit to the demand for industrial uses in Old Oak and Park 
royal. the market evidence in the next section confirms that view.
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market demand trends
5.1 in london and the UK, the overall level of business demand for property tends 
to reflect macro-economic conditions, particularly GdP and employment growth.  at 
an individual firm level a wide range of factors influence demand, including business 
growth and restructuring, such as merger and acquisition activity.  in the industrial and 
distribution market, changes in the way businesses manage their logistics and supply 
chain operations are significant drivers of property demand.  

London trends
5.2 as UK economic growth improved last year, the take-up of industrial floorspace 
across london increased.  according to Jll, industrial take-up across Greater london, 
involving all unit sizes from 1,000 sq ft, was 17% higher in 2014 compared with 2013; 
separate data from lambert Smith Hampton (lSH) show an even larger uplift of 34%.1 
the increase in take-up coupled with limited new speculative development has 
resulted in a significant reduction in availability. according to Jll, available industrial 
floorspace across Greater london was 12% lower at the end of 2014 compared with a 
year earlier. 

Old Oak and Park Royal trends
5.3 the Old Oak and Park royal market has seen similar trends in demand and supply, 
and in many respects has led the recovery in industrial markets in london. industrial 
take-up within Old Oak and Park royal, based on the Park royal atlas boundary, 
increased by 15% in 2014 compared with 2013, with an annual average level of gross 
take-up of 58,985 sq m (634,910 sq ft) over the past three years.  available supply in this 
area at the end of 2014 stood at approximately 100,000 sq m of industrial floorspace, 
representing a vacancy rate of under 6% of the total industrial stock (based on the Park 
royal atlas figure for the industrial stock of 1,735,729 sq m).  as a result, achievable 
industrial rents in Old Oak and Park royal have increased significantly over the past 
three years, as highlighted in the following graph. 
5.4 the Old Oak and Park royal market is one of london’s primary industrial property 
markets due primarily to its proximity to central london (Central activities Zone) and 
its good connectivity to main roads, notably the a40 and a406, north Circular.  Many 
businesses consider Old Oak and Park royal to be a strong location to service customers 
in london or the wider South East, which are the UK’s largest economic regions. 
5.5 Market demand in Old Oak and Park royal is predominantly for industrial space, 
reflecting the area’s Strategic industrial location (Sil) designation.  the area does not 
attract significant demand for offices, mainly due to the industrial nature of its built 

1  JLL, UK Industrial Property Trends Today, March 2015; Lambert Smith Hampton, Industrial & Logistics 
Market 2015

environment, the skills base of local labour, the area’s relatively limited public transport 
access (notably london Underground stations) compared with more established office 
locations in west london and a lack of amenities (such as shops and cafes/restaurants) 
which office occupiers typically require.   

Demand for offices
5.6 Over the past 10 to 15 years, the only sizeable new office development that has 
taken place in Old Oak and Park royal has been at first Central, on the former Guinness 
brewery site.  this site is being promoted by a Jv between london & regional Properties 
and Guinness ltd and its development reinforces our general observation about limited 
market demand.  the first building at this site was completed in 2002 and let to diageo. 
the second building (first Central 200) was developed speculatively and completed 
about 10 years ago, and subsequently acquired by Wainbridge in 2011. it still has some 
6,743 sq m (72,578 sq ft) available on levels 4, 5 and 6.  bechtel limited, an engineering, 
construction and project management company, has leased around 8,268 sq m (89,000 
sq ft) here on the ground, first, second and third floor. the remainder of this park has 
capacity for a further three high quality office buildings, with planning consent totalling 
around 60,385 sq m (650,000 sq ft).  Excluding first Central, the office stock in Old Oak 

fig. 36 Prime industrial rents in Old Oak and Park Royal
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and Park royal is mainly in older buildings. More established office locations in west 
london, which attract stronger demand, include Hammersmith and Chiswick.
5.7 Clearly, if Old Oak is redeveloped as anticipated, including with a new Crossrail and 
HS2 interchange, then this would make this area significantly more attractive for major 
office occupiers.  However, it is not possible to highlight or predict demand at this stage.  
long-term, demand is expected to be generated by a ‘game changing’ investment in 
transport infrastructure and housing in this area, coupled with a growth in office-based 
employment in london and potential capacity at Old Oak. 

Sectors
5.8 the demand for industrial premises in Old Oak and Park royal comes from a wide 
diversity of ‘industrial sectors’, as highlighted by the Park royal atlas.  However, three 
broad activities (rather than sectors) are particularly important sources of demand, 
namely:  food and drink manufacture; film, tv, media and related activities and logistics 
activities, including retail distribution and express delivery.  in addition, parts of Old Oak 
and Park royal also attract significant demand from businesses undertaking car repair, 
maintenance and servicing.  niche industrial users, such as self-storage operators and 
trade counters, are also represented, with both of these types of occupiers looking for 
premises with good visibility on, or close to, main roads.  

industrial oCCuPier reQuirements

Size
5.9 the type of industrial property businesses require is partly a function of their size 
and partly a function of what they do.  Micro businesses (with less than 10 employees) 
typically start off in shared ‘managed workspace’, but may also operate from small units, 
usually within a terrace development.  Small and medium sized businesses (SMEs) 
are usually found in relatively standard industrial buildings, although small units are 
often developed as part of a terrace, whereas larger (medium-sized and large) units are 
more likely to be detached.  large businesses often operate out of standard buildings, 
although bigger buildings may also need to be ‘built to suit’ for specific operational 
requirements.  this is often the case with specialist manufacturing facilities, for example, 
or warehouses with specialist operational requirements, such as automated storage and 
retrieval systems.  large businesses are more likely to operate out of detached, rather 
than terraced, buildings. 

Use of space
5.10 from an operational perspective, businesses generally want premises that provide 
clear, unobstructed, industrial floorspace so that they can organise their activities 
in whatever way suits them best and change the layout over time if they wish.  the 

industrial area needs to have appropriate doors for inbound and outbound deliveries; in 
small and medium sized premises this access is typically provided by a level-access door 
or doors, whereas larger units (typically from about 3,000 sq m to 4,000 sq m) tend to 
have dock-level loading to allow efficient service from an articulated lorry, in addition to 
level-access loading.   

Loading / servicing
5.11 the type of loading doors is usually reflected in the size of external yards.  Small and 
medium-sized buildings serviced via level access doors are more usually part of a terrace 
while larger buildings that provide dock-level loading are more often detached buildings 
with larger yard areas often with a minimum yard depth of 35 metres in front of the 
loading bay. the yard space also caters for separate car parking spaces. 

Ancillary office
5.12 in addition to the industrial floorspace and external yard, businesses require 
some office floorspace.  in small units this is sometimes provided at first floor above the 
industrial floorspace, but in modern developments the office space is usually provided 
at first floor level (or first and second floor level) so as to allow a full height industrial / 
warehouse space.  the internal height of the industrial space usually varies by size of 
space.  Modern units typically provide a minimum of 6 metres clear internal height, with 
units from 1,000 sq m more usually providing 8 metres, and units above 2,000 sq m, 10 
metres. Unit of 3,000 sq m and over typically provide a clear height of 12 metres.  

Floor to ceiling heights
5.13 the height that businesses actually require depends on the activity they undertake.   
for example, food manufacture and processing usually takes place on a single floor, 
so companies undertaking these activities do not usually require very high buildings 
above say 5 to 6 metres.  this is true also of many types of light industrial and assembly 
activities. However, companies undertaking storage and distribution activities often want 
more height to enable them to install racking for pallets, or other types of storage, as this 
will enable them to make best use of the space.  in some cases, these businesses may 
want buildings that provide 12 metres or more of internal height to permit high racking 
systems, including automated storage and retrieval systems (aSrS).  Some businesses 
may also want relatively high buildings so as to install one or more mezzanine floors.  
We are aware of companies that have installed mezzanine floors in buildings offering 6 
metres clear height; a 10-metre clear height may permit two mezzanine floors. 
5.14 Higher buildings can be considered as one way of intensifying the industrial land, 
either by permitting mezzanine floors or by enabling the occupier to make better use of 
the cubic capacity of the buildings. 
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wHat develoPers want to Provide
5.15 developers want to provide buildings that meet occupier requirements but they 
also need to take account of investment market requirements. this is true whether the 
developer is a ‘developer-trader’, who usually develop buildings and sell the completed 
product to either an owner occupier or an investor (such as a pension or insurance fund), 
or an ‘investor-developer’ who own and manage the stock it creates. 
5.16 Where a developer is building a speculative development for the market it will 
aim to appeal to the widest possible range of occupiers whilst also meeting investor 
requirements.  as a result, major developers tend to favour relatively standard industrial 
developments which are often aimed at medium-sized and larger businesses.  this 
is partly because small units are more expensive to build.  in addition, many small 
businesses have weaker financial credentials than medium and larger businesses and 
are, therefore, seen by both developers and investors as a higher risk, which adversely 
affects value.  by contrast, medium and larger sized units are attractive to developers and 
the investor market because they have a wide market appeal to established businesses 
with relatively strong financials and the units are less management intensive than smaller 
units.
5.17 the above considerations tend to mean that major developers often favour medium 
and larger sized units over small ones, even where there is strong demand for the latter, 
as is the case in today’s market.  Smaller developers may partly meet this demand, or 
the market may fail to adequately address this need.  in Park royal for example, Sidney 
newton limited recently completed a small 7-unit scheme known as newton business 
Park on Standard road which we understand attracted more than 400 enquiries. all 
seven units have been let or sold.  

viaBilit y
5.18 in the current market the competition for standard industrial development 
opportunities in Park royal is intense and developers are prepared to bid over £4.9 
million per ha (£2 million an acre) when appropriate opportunities arise.  for example, 
in September 2014 fSP Property acquired Gormley House, Wallow road on behalf of 
Canmoor developments for £6,275,000.  this property is a mixed use asset comprising 
business units, offices and external storage areas with frontage to Waxlow road. the 
property is let to Gormley (Masonry Services) ltd until 23rd June 2015 at £489,724 per 
annum.  the site offers a prime redevelopment opportunity on 0.92 ha (2.265 acres). 
the purchase price reflects a net initial yield of 7.37% and a price of £6.85 million per ha 
(£2.77million per acre). 
5.19 the value that developers will pay for land is effectively the ‘residual’ from a 
development appraisal that compares the development value that a development 
will create with the total acquisition costs (land, construction costs, professional and 

marketing fees and finance) assuming a target level of profit.  in the current market, 
a developer will typically target a profit on cost of between 12.5% and 15% for a 
speculative development and around 10% for a pre-let/pre-sold development, where the 
risk is reduced.  
5.20 at present, development values are supported by both the high level of rents 
achievable in the market and the low level of investment yields.2  Over the past couple of 
years, speculative development in Park royal has become increasingly attractive because 
rents have been rising, investment yields have been falling and the market balance 
between demand and supply has moved in favour of developers, as available supply 
(vacancy) has fallen and demand has strengthened.  
5.21 the previous figure shows how prime industrial rents in Old Oak and Park royal 
have increased while the following figure shows how prime industrial investment yields 
in Old Oak and Park royal have fallen over recent years.

2  The gross development value is determined by multiplying the rental area of the development by the rent 
and then multiplying this Gross Market Rental Value (MRV), adjusted for any assumed rent free period, by the inverse 
of the investment yield.   

fig. 37 Prime industrial investment yields in Old Oak and Park Royal
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ProPert y market demand 2031
5.22 this section does not consider the future level of property demand in 2031 but 
rather whether it is reasonable to envisage any significant changes in the type of 
industrial space businesses may require or developers may provide.  in particular,  given 
what our analysis shows about the loss of industrial land in the boroughs of brent, Ealing 
and Hammersmith and fulham, the focus of this section is on how changes in demand 
may affect development densities (ie the amount of floorspace, gross external area) 
provided for a given land area.   

Current Trends
5.23 the first point to make is that changes in demand for industrial buildings over 
the past 15 to 20 years have been relatively modest, and evolutionary.  indeed, looking 
back over the past 15 to 20 years, in our assessment the two main changes in industrial 
building demand have involved:

1 More demand for higher buildings.
2 More demand for buildings with more external yard space.  

trend 1
5.24 the first trend reflects demand to maximise storage space within a given floor area.  
this trend has been more significant outside of london, reflecting the location of larger 
storage facilities, such as national distribution Centres (which are often located in the 
Midlands) and regional distribution Centres.  reflecting this trend, speculative industrial 
properties that are being developed now are generally as high as, or higher than, 
comparable buildings built 15 to 20 years ago. 

trend 2
5.25 the second trend reflects a movement to more just in time distribution, in which 
the building supports rapid throughput rather than stock-holding.  this trend is more 
important in london than elsewhere because of the significance of just in time supply 
and the lower significance of storage.  in this case occupiers tend to require buildings 
with larger yard areas to accommodate a higher volume of inbound and outbound 
deliveries.  in today’s market there is significant demand from larger occupiers for their 
own self-contained, and secure, yard space. 
5.26 One factor that has been driving this trend over recent years has been the growth of 
online shopping and the related growth in parcel volumes.  Parcel distribution networks 
tend to be based on a hub and spoke design with the central hub acting as a sortation 
centre whilst local parcel centres (spokes) act as local collection and distribution centres.  
the central parcel hubs are usually located in the Midlands, but london has a significant 
number of local parcel distribution centres.  both the hub and spokes tend to be relatively 
low density facilities. new facilities are often based on a ‘cross dock’ design, with separate 
loading provision on different sides of the building for inbound and outbound vehicles. 
5.27 looking forward over the next 15 to 20 years we believe these two trends are 
unlikely to change significantly. We suspect that the major changes in height have 
already occurred but that the trend in demand for more yard space will continue.  
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fig. 38 Examples of retail consolidation centres in the UK 
Source: JLL

Location Operator

Heathrow retail 
Consolidation Centre Prologis Park, Heathrow dHl

Meadowhall Sheffield Clipper logistics

bristol broadmeads bristol dHl

Clipper Enfield Enfield Clipper logistics

bluewater Greenhithe

Westfield Stratford
8 miles from shopping 
centre dHl

Manchester airport norbert dentressangle

Services norwich city centre Snetterton foulger transport

Gatwick airport 
Consolidation Centre dHl

Future trends
5.28 there are two other changes that may take place over the next 15 to 20 years in 
so far as these would appear to represent logical responses to business challenges or 
property market conditions.  

1 More demand for shared user facilities;
2 demand for multi-storey industrial space (potentially supply-led). 

trend 1
5.29 the first potential change is that we may see more demand from companies for 
shared user facilities, where they are able to secure the use of a building or network of 
buildings without having to lease or own their own dedicated premises, or in addition 
to having dedicated facilities.  this change could be facilitated by interest from logistics 
companies in managing these types of buildings.  
5.30 One example of a shared user facility is a retail consolidation centre (rCC).  to 
date there are a relatively small number of such centres in the UK, and those that have 
been set up have been have been mainly driven by landlord initiatives rather than 
demand from retailers.  the following table lists some examples. to date, rCCs, have 

mainly been established to service certain airports, major shopping centres and regents 
Street in central london.  looking forward over the next 15-20 years, we believe we 
could see more retail consolidation centres (or similar centres to service the catering/
hospitality industry) in london due to the high costs associated with operating dedicated 
warehouses, potential cost and service benefits and  other issues, such as congestion. 
5.31 another example of this change would be more demand from companies for space 
within managed facilities.  Within Park royal, for example, the dephna Group provides a 
range of managed facilities, including kitchen space and music studios, which business 
are can hire on a flexible basis.  demand for this type of space could increase in line with 
wider predictions of a growth in the ‘sharing economy’.3  
trend 2
5.32 the second change we may see is some demand for multi-storey warehousing, 
which could be considered an appropriate response to the loss of industrial land in 
london and the likely intensification of competition for land as london’s population 
grows.  We consider this potential change in more detail in a later section.  

3  Debbie Wosslow, Unlocking the sharing economy, November 2014. 
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redeveloPment and rePl aCement  
5.33 in our assessment standard industrial buildings typically have an economic life of 
between 40 to 50 years before they become physically or functional obsolete, hence the 
re-development and replacement of Park royal’s existing stock will be a gradual process.  
5.34 based on Gla research, the development density of older industrial buildings in 
Old Oak and Old Oak and Park royal is around 75 to 80 per cent (ie GEa to site area).  this 
relatively high density reflects the fact that many older buildings were originally built to 
meet the requirements of manufacturing companies that had less need for big yards for 
deliveries, or to meet the demand for warehouses to hold stock rather than to support 
rapid throughput distribution.   
5.35 Our research suggests that when older buildings are redeveloped for new then 
densities decrease. for example, SEGrO is redeveloping five out-dated buildings on the 
Westway industrial Estate off Old Oak lane to replace them with six new speculative 
buildings (four of c 5,000 sq ft and two of c 12,000 sq ft each) totalling c 44,000 sq ft on a 

site of approximately two acres.4 this equates to a plot density of around 50%.  according 
to SEGrO, ‘all of these units will have extended yard space to allow vehicles to manoeuvre 
safely’ and, as a result, it is most likely that the plot density of the new development will 
be lower than the density of the demolished buildings.  
5.36 the table below highlights some recent industrial developments that have been 
completed in Park royal and the approximate development densities involved.  the 
highest densities have generally been achieved by the provision of office floorspace on 
first and second floor levels.  
5.37 in addition to the above, Goya developments secured planning consent for a 4,864 
sq m (52,362 sq ft) speculative development on victoria road on a site of approximately 
1.01 ha (2.5acres), which represents a development density of 48%. However, this 
development is now unlikely to proceed as the land falls within the HS2 safeguarded 
zone.  

4  Size and site details from SEGRO press release ‘Redevelopment of Westway Industrial Estate, Park Royal 
begins’, 27 January 2015

fig. 39 The re-development of Park Royal. Selective speculative industrial developments 
Source: JLL. Floor areas based on property brochures and site areas on brochures or reports.  Figures may not be exact. 

Property/
Location 

Developer/
investor

Land area
Ha (acres)

Developed floorspace Plot ratio Comment

Westway industrial Estate

W3 7xr

SEGrO c 0.81 ha 

(2 acres)

c. 4,088 sq  m (44,000 sq ft) in 6 units c. 50% demolition underway.

Origin. rainsford road

nW10 7EW

SEGrO 9.71 to 10.12 ha (24-
25 acres)

Phase 1: 3 spec buildings totalling 14,697 
sq m (158,200 sq ft). Phase 2: d& b for 
28,100 sq m (302,480 sq ft). 

42% to 44% 
depending  on 
land area

first phase completed in 2014.

Central Park,  Central Way, nW10 
7nS

Goya and SWiP 2.63 ha (6.50 acres) 15,111 sq m 

(162,651 sq ft)

in 9 units

57% Speculative development completed in 2012. all 
units built with full height warehouse space with first 
floor offices.

vision industrial Park, Kendal 
avenue

W3 0ra

Canmoor and british 
airways Pension 
fund. 

reported as c 1.62 ha 

(4 acres)

11,682 sq m (125,750 sq ft) in 16 units 72% Speculative development completed in 2009

thunder & lightning, rainsford 
road

nW10 7rx

Canmoor & Standard 
life

2.10 ha (5.2 acres) 15,945 (171,634 sq ft) in 2 units:

10,012 sqm (107,772 sq ft)

5,933 sq m (63,862 sq ft) 

76% Speculative development completed in 2008. both 
units built with full height warehouse space and 
offices on first and second floor.
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5.38 the above analysis highlights a significant range in densities. the Origin site is a 
relatively low density development (c 42 to 44 per cent depending on the exact land 
area) reflecting the fact that the units are all detached with their own self-contained 
secure yards, 40 metres deep in the case of the three speculative units competed in phase 
1.   
5.39 Clearly the density of development achievable on any specific site will reflect a 
range of factors including most importantly the configuration of the site, the size of the 
external yard space and the level of office floorspace incorporated into the development 
(eg the density of the thunder & lighting development is driven up by relatively tight 
yard space and two floors of office space). However, our analysis suggests that where 
existing buildings are redeveloped with standard single-storey buildings then the plot 
density will generally be lower.  
5.40 We believe that most densities for new single storey industrial / warehouse 
buildings on Park royal delivered by the market are likely to be between 50% and 
60%over the next 15-20 years. 

multi-storey develoPment
5.41 to meet the ambitions of increasing job capacity in Park royal, one intuitively 
obvious way in which industrial densities could be increased is through the development 
of multi-storey buildings. However, only one such building has been speculatively 
developed in the UK and this was not generally well received by the market. in addition, 
there is uncertainty over the commercial viability of such developments compared with 
existing ground floor buildings. 

UK examples
5.42 to date the only speculative multi-storey warehouse developed in the UK is the x2 
development at Hatton Cross, Heathrow, which was originally developed by brixton plc, 
prior to its acquisition by SEGrO – the building’s current owner. 
5.43 When developed, x2 provided eight separate units on two levels (ground and 
first floor) with a total floorspace of 21,774 sq m (234,381 sq ft).  it was designed to be 
multi-occupied with a focus on airport cargo and airport-related occupiers with high 
throughput requirements, rather than storage. Each unit has a clear height of 6 metres 
and two level access doors.  the ground floor units have a floor loading of 30 kn/sq m 
with the first floor units having a floor loading of 15kn/sq m.  Each unit incorporates 
office space at first floor level.   
5.44 x2 provides two separate access points, one for commercial vehicles and one for 
cars with two pedestrian gates.  Car parking for 169 cars is provided.  the upper floor is 
serviced by two one-way ramps for commercial vehicles.  all the units have dedicated 
yard areas with a minimum depth of 33 metres. 
5.45 x2 was completed in 2008.  the first letting was to airworld Services ltd which 
leased units 1, 2 and 3 on the ground floor and expanded into unit 4, thereby taking 
the whole of the ground floor.  On the upper level, Unit 5 (3,393 sq m/36,524 sq ft) was 
let to freightnet Handling which also leased unit 6 (2,556 sq m/27,513 sq ft). Westgate 
Handling Services leased unit 7 (2,550 sq m/ 7,452 sq ft).  Unit 8 (3,151 sq m/ 33,916 sq ft) 
remains vacant and available.  
5.46 x2 was received with caution by the market, with occupiers being particularly 
cautious about the ramp access, which was one reason why brixton developed two 
separate ramps in the first place.  the building was relatively slow to let, although this 
may have been partly due to its completion prior to the recession and specific issues with 
the building’s design rather than the fact that it was a two-storey building. for example, 
x2 was considered very densely developed. in addition, asking rents were initially 
relatively high compared with comparable off-airport buildings on the south side of the 
airport. 
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View of multi-storey warehousing in the UK
5.47 as a result of the x2 experience and the subsequent downturn in market conditions, 
multi-storey development has not re-appeared on the industrial market agenda in the 
UK. However, the pressure on industrial land in london, particularly in west london, may 
change perceptions.  it should also be noted that multi-storey buildings do exist in a 
number of other major cities where land supply for logistics is very constrained, notably 
tokyo, Hong Kong and Shanghai. 
5.48 One issue is clearly commercial viability, and this is difficult to assess because 
of a number of unknowns. for example, whilst a multi-storey development would 
enable a developer to increase the rental area it is likely that the achievable rental 
levels would be lower than with a standard ground level development, particularly as 
occupiers would expect a discount for taking upper floor space.  in addition, we suspect 
that the investment market would expect a higher yield to reflect greater risk, which 
would reduce the development’s overall value.  the building costs for a multi-storey 
development would also be significantly higher than for standard ground level building, 
although we do not know by how much.  according to an article in the architects Journal, 
the x2 building was 50 per cent more expensive to build per sq m than a single-storey 
building but, countering this, the development represented a development density of 86 
per cent on a site of 2.6 ha compared with say a 45 per cent density for a standard ground 
floor building.5

Multi-storey modelling
5.49 We have undertaken three separate hypothetical development appraisals for a 
multi-storey development on 2.02 ha (5 acres), assuming a 50%increase in building costs 
compared with a standard building and a development density of 86% (comparable 
with x2). for the first two appraisals, we assumed that the building is designed to be let 
to a single occupier.  in both cases we assumed a 10% discount for rents compared with 
a standard building but in one appraisal we assumed the yield was 50 bp (0.5%) higher 
than those that might apply to a single storey warehouse, and in the other we assumed 
it was 100 bp (1.0%) higher. in the third appraisal we made some adjustments to reflect 
a multi-unit development designed to be let to a number of occupiers; the adjustments 
included reducing the development density to c. 80%.  We assumed the same rent 
free period of 6 months in each case. based on these assumptions, we believe such as 
a speculative development could be commercially viable in Park royal in the current 
market although more in-depth appraisals would need to be undertaken to test this 
more thoroughly.  in addition, there are clearly a range of ‘real world’ issues that would 
need to be addressed including identifying a suitable site and a willing landowner.  

5  Architects Journal, 12 November 2008. Ramped warehouses, by EPR Architects and Cornish Architects. 

5.50 Potentially, one way in which such as development may be realised is through 
a build to suit development for a specific occupier as opposed to a speculative 
development for the market. this is something that might work for a dedicated occupier 
(eg a major retailer) or for a logistics company which could operate the building either for 
a dedicated customer or as a shared user facility. 

Business units on top of ground floor industrial  
5.51 another type of multi-storey development would involve the provision of small 
business workshop, office or studio units above ground floor industrial warehouse space, 
but this type of development is currently very rarely built.  We are aware that Workspace 
Group was planning such a development at victoria road in Park royal and secured 
planning permission for a development which included studio units on first and second 
floor above ground floor trade counters.  its proposal totalled some 6,886 sq m (74,120 
sq ft) on a site of 1.01 ha (2.5 acres), representing a development density of 68%However, 
Workspace sold this site to Goya developments and the development has not taken 
place.  Goya subsequently secured consent for a conventional industrial scheme of 4,864 
sq m (52,362 sq ft) reflecting a development density of 48%.
5.52 We have undertaken a high level hypothetical development appraisal involving 
ground industrial/warehouse space and first floor business units; based on what we 
consider to be reasonable assumptions for building costs, rents and yields, this type 
of development would appear to be viable in the current Park royal market. as with 
the multi-storey warehouse modelling, a more in-depth appraisal would need to be 
undertaken to test this more thoroughly.

Stacked, or roof-top, car parking
5.53 another potential way of intensification could be achieved by stacking car parking 
spaces or by enabling car parking on the building’s roof.  for example, bodin’s building 
at 114-120 victoria road in Park royal has a ramp up to the roof of the building for car 
parking.  both approaches could potentially enable a higher level of development density 
for a given land area, subject to viability.  
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ProPert y market ConClusions
5.54 the industrial property market in Old Oak and Park royal is currently characterised 
by strong occupier demand, limited available supply, low vacancy rates, rising rental 
levels and low investment yields. this is a very attractive market for many businesses and 
for developers and investors. Whilst occupiers want choice, developers and investors are 
attracted by the large pool of businesses and the limited supply of property and land. 
5.55 developers want to provide buildings that meet occupier requirements but also 
need to consider the requirements of investors. as a result, major developers tend to 
build speculative units that are targeted at medium and larger businesses rather than 
micro or small businesses.   
5.56 When sites are redeveloped, the development density of the new development 
is generally lower than the density of the replaced space.  this reflects the larger yards 
associated with new buildings, which reflects market demand, as many occupiers want 
their own self-contained and secure yard areas. However, the new buildings are also 
typically taller than the older buildings they replace.  Overall, therefore, re-development 
typically leads to lower plot densities but the additional height of the new buildings may 
permit an intensification of economic activity. 

Multi-storey warehouse in Park Royal
5.57 in addition to intensification through additional height, we believe that in the 
current market a multi-storey warehouse development would be viable in Park royal 
and such a development would have a higher plot density than a standard new ground 
floor development. However, the market has been very cautious about multi-storey 
warehouse development. therefore, we suspect this type of development will make 
only a very limited impact (or none at all) on the re-development of Park royal over 
the period to 2031. Potentially, for example, if one such building was developed and 
this proved successful (either on a built to suit or speculative basis) this might lead to 
further development but the highly fragmented nature of land ownership in Park royal 
and the limited number of large sites are significant constraints, in addition to market 
perceptions.  
5.58 it is also possible that we could see some intensification of land by the development 
of small business units on top of ground floor industrial /warehouse space, but we 
suspect the potential for this is quite modest.  these types of development are very rare.
5.59 a further way we could see some intensification is through more shared user 
facilities, such as retail consolidation centres or other types of common user facilities. this 
type of development may represent an intensification of land use by permitting a more 
intensive economic activity and by reducing the need for each business using the shared 
facility to have its own building. the availability of managed workspaces for industrial 

activities (such as food manufacture), such as provided by dephna Estates in Park royal, 
could have a similar affect. 
5.60 another form of intensification could potentially be achieved by decking car 
parking spaces or possibly by enabling roof-top car parking.  We are aware of some 
examples of these but have not assessed their viability in the current market. 
5.61 Overall, however, we think the potential for intensification over the period 2031 
will be quite modest, bearing in mind the length of life of a standard building (40-50 
years) and the comparatively modest rate of redevelopment (as a percentage of the total 
industrial stock).
5.62 Having regard to the plot densities of recent developments, and the pattern of 
land ownership in Park royal, we believe an overall plot density of 60% is a reasonable 
guide for the purpose of forecasting future industrial floorspace at Park royal.  However, 
for forecasting future industrial floorspace we would suggest a higher plot density (eg 
75 per cent) in those parts of Park royal where land ownership is highly fragmented 
and where densities are already above average.  this is the case, for example, in the area 
incorporated by Minerva road, Standard road, Gorst road and Sunbeam road (subareas 
E3 and E4). the fragmented nature of land ownership in this area means that it is less 
likely that larger sites, offering relatively large external yards and lower site densities, will 
be developed. 
5.63 although we think that it is possible that Park royal may see a multi-storey 
warehouse development or a multi-storey building involving ground floor industrial/
warehouse space with small units above, we think the impact of either will be modest in 
the planning timescale (2031/2035) and, therefore, would not suggest a separate density 
assumption for these types of development. 
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introduCtion
6.1 the previous Quantitative Supply and demand and Market Profile chapters of this 
study identify an increasing demand for industrial workspace and land in the OPdC area 
but decreasing overall supply of industrial land in the area and the three surrounding 
boroughs. in response, this sections looks at the potentials and barriers of intensifying the 
use of the current industrial employment sites in Park royal based on their characteristics 
and the needs of the businesses using them. the following three intensification studies 
explore through text and sketches several options for more intensive alternatives based 
on the four typical industrial site typologies in Park royal: warehouses, industrial estates, 
dense light industrial and business centres. 
6.2 based on the previous site analysis combined with interviews of businesses and 
industrial developers it is clear that while there is strong demand for ground floor 
industrial units with yard space there is also an issue with congested roads. the 
intensification of sites in Park royal has the potential to free up ground floor space for 
the businesses that need it by providing space on upper floors for businesses that can 
function without ground floor and yard space such as workshops, offices and artist 
studios. Currently 85%, over 1000 of the businesses identified in the OPdC area, occupy 
premises with a ground floor. Of those, 45%, over 450 businesses are non-industrial and 
most of them, other than the shops, and restaurants, could be located on upper floors 
just as well as on the ground floor. Some light industrial businesses could also function 
on upper floors, especially if provided with the necessary facilities to do so. Currently 5%, 
over 60 of the industrial businesses in the OPdC area, are already located on upper floors. 
However, to avoid worsening congestion and provide sufficient yard space additional 
businesses on upper floors would only have access to limited yard and parking space at 
ground level.
6.3 One barrier to implementing many of the proposals is overcoming the conservative 
nature of most industrial development in london as discussed in the market demand 
section. Many of the options discussed would require specialist industrial site developers 
and management firms to take on new roles or work together to deal with the more 
intense design, planning and management necessary for more intensive industrial sites. 
as the conditions of the industrial site market evolve the public sector can play a role in 
supporting and encouraging industrial developers to adapt and innovate to provide the 
spaces required by a diverse range of industrial businesses.
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fig. 40 Study A: typical site fig. 41 Study A: intensified floorspace options

study a:  standalone wareHouses
6.4 recent redevelopment in Park royal has seen the construction of modern 
warehouses aimed mainly at logistics businesses. While these sites have lower than 
average plot ratios, the high interior spaces and exterior yards are more efficiently used. 
Such sites could have the potential to be more intensively used without compromising 
the efficient functioning of the main warehouse tenant. Study a looks at options to 
modify the design of a typical standalone warehouse site so that it can be used more 
intensively and the barriers faced.
1. Edge workspace –additional thin multi-storey building with workspaces can be 

built on one or two sides of the standalone warehouse, preferably along a street 
frontage. this must be planned so that the warehouse yard space is not reduced 
nor the loading bays obstructed. these workspaces can provide savings on wall 
structure, insulation and heating costs for the warehouse they serve as a buffer 
to outside. the workspaces need to be flexible enough to accommodate diverse 
light industrial workshop uses so that they can be let out to growing businesses of 
different sizes. the workspaces should be independent from the warehouse with 
a separate entrance so that they can be managed separately and possibly even 
be under separate ownership. to not encroach on the warehouse yard space, the 
workspaces should have only limited client parking and space for small deliveries. 
the site would therefore need to be well located for public transport access so that 
employees do not need to drive to work. there are several existing examples of 
warehouses in Park royal with adjacent office space and workshop space shared by 
different businesses.

2. Rooftop Workspace –Workspaces can also be added above the warehouse. While 
this will increase the structural costs for the warehouse below, the analysis in the 
market demand chapter suggests that this type of development can still be feasible. 
there are some existing examples of independent office floors above warehouses of 
various sizes in Park royal.

3. Street frontage – locating workspaces and their entrance facing the road can create 
a more active street frontage and more vibrant streetscape.   as could appropriately 
located ancillary retail uses where they operate from their manufacturing premises.  
there are a number of food manufactures who operate ancillary retail from their 
premises.  there may also be merit in locating additional appropriate shops, services 
or restaurants at the ground floor but this needs to be considered as part of the 
wider retail strategy for the area. 

4. Complementary uses – the business using the warehouse could benefit from 
complimentary business uses in the adjacent workspaces. for instance a café would 
be beneficial for the workers while small flexible enterprises may be able to provide 
other complimentary services to the business.

5. Rooftop agriculture – the roof structure can be specified to support roof top 
agriculture on the large roof area to grow fresh ingredients that can be sold to food 
businesses within the area. there are several successful rooftop urban agriculture 
projects in other cities that use the roofs of warehouses to produce vegetables to sell 
locally. Often these are added on the roofs of existing warehouses.

6. Rooftop energy – Photovoltaic panels can supply the electricity necessary for 
some of the businesses on the site, helping to make them more self-sufficient and 
sustainable. this can also help to reduce the load on the power grid and help to 
reduce the costs of reserving the power supply for new industrial floor space. the 
increased local demand for clean technology could also support the growth of a 
greener local economy and provide a local market and testing ground for start-up 
and established businesses developing and supplying green technology products.
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fig. 42 Study A: section



fig. 43 Study B: typical site fig. 44 Study B: intensified floorspace options
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study B:  industrial estate
6.5 a wide range of examples of the industrial estate site typology have been built in 
Park royal over recent decades, from larger terraced warehouses on the former Heinz 
factory site to a row of smaller warehouses on an infill site amongst older warehouse 
buildings.  they all follow a similar layout of terraced warehouses with some office space 
at the front and a large loading door opening onto a central yard and parking space area. 
the standardised units accommodate a very wide range of businesses, some of which 
use their yard space intensively, others which use it for car parking and others that don’t 
use it at all. Study b explores options how such an industrial estate could be built more 
intensively while providing sufficient yard space for industrial businesses. 
1. Rooftop yard and warehouses – Small warehouses and yard space can be provided 

on a second level above what would normally be a single level of warehouses. a 
large amount of space would be needed for a ramp so this option would need to be 
efficiently planned. the assessment of  larger multilevel warehouse in the market 
demand section suggests that this can be as viable as building just one level of 
warehouses. While adding structural costs and limiting loading for activities on the 
upper floors it can also provide additional rental income. to keep the additional ramp 
access and structural costs down, access to the upper deck could be limited to vans 
while a ground floor loading bay for large lorries can be shared by all the business on 
the site.

2. Rooftop workspace – Multi-storey industrial estate typologies could also include 
flexible workspace above any smaller ground floor warehouse units. these spaces 
would be limited to uses that require only limited yard and visitor parking space at 
ground level such as workshops, artist studios, offices and shared workspaces. these 
units would be accessed via a shared lift, stairs and access deck to keep costs to a 
minimum. the possibility of  adding workspace above a warehouse with the simple 
addition of a staircase should also be planned for. as mentioned, there are several 
examples of workspaces above warehouses across Park royal. 

3. Shared loading bay – for deliveries by large lorries, a shared loading facility can be 
provided for the whole site and could even be shared with neighbouring sites. this 
would cut the cost for businesses to rent yard space they only need intermittently 
and would avoid the need to unload large lorries in the street which congests the 
streets.

4. Roof energy – as in Study a: Standalone Warehouse, photovoltaic panels can supply 
the electricity necessary for some of the businesses on the site, helping to make 
them more self sufficient and sustainable. this can also help to reduce the load on 
the power grid and help to reduce the costs of reserving the power supply for new 
industrial floor space. the increased local demand for solar panels could also support 
the growth of a greener local economy and provide a local market and testing 
ground for businesses developing and supplying ecological products.
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fig. 46 Study C: typical site fig. 47 Study C: intensified floorspace options
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6.6 these two site typologies are grouped together because business centres are often 
dense light industrial sites that have been subdivided into multiple smaller units. in Park 
royal some of these business centres run by specialised management companies have 
been fitted out with kitchens to provide convenient start-up space for food businesses. 
additional workspaces and the smaller costs of renovating compared to a new building 
help to keep the rental costs at an affordable level for a diverse range of start-up and 
growing businesses. this study proposes various options to incrementally modify and 
add to a former factory site which includes various warehouse, workshop and office 
workspaces used by a wide range of smaller businesses.
1. Rooftop workspace – additional floors could be added to the top of a multi-storey 

warehouse building where the walls and foundation permit and the lifts and stairs 
can be extended upwards. the additional storey with a new well insulated roof 
can improve the energy efficiency of the building and may also allow for the easier 
integration of a more efficient heating system for the building if necessary. these 
spaces would be targeted at offices, workshops, artist studios or shared workspace 
uses that do not require parking or delivery space because the limited yard space 
on the site is often already in use. this is possible on sites with good public transport 
connectivity in the area. for this reason, the site would need to be well located for 

public transport access. Some of the additional space can also be used for shared 
meeting rooms and communal space which can provide the opportunity for more 
and better interaction between businesses.

2. Raise warehouse roof – to provide more flexibility and space for expanding 
businesses in warehouse units the roof can be raised to provide additional height 
for shelving or a mezzanine floor for additional floor space.  Many of the older 
warehouses have limited height and poorly insulated roofs. lifting the roof can 
also provide the opportunity to insulate it, provide natural light through it and also 
to safely deal with any roofing materials containing asbestos. additional or new 
supporting and roof structure may be necessary.

3. Street frontage – Some of the existing workspaces can be opened up towards the 
street with shop fronts so that some businesses can sell their products directly to 
customers, while livening up the streetscape.

4. Complementary uses – Small businesses could benefit from complimentary 
business uses in the adjacent workspaces. they can provide each other business 
goods and services or provide services for employees such as a cafeteria.

study C:  dense ligHt industrial and Business Centre
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introduCtion
7.1 in the previous quantitative supply and demand section we have established that the 
three boroughs are likely to exceed their indicative industrial land benchmarks values by 
a considerable margin.  this suggests a growing shortage of land for industry, logistics, 
transport waste and other associated uses in West london.  the release of Old Oak will 
only exacerbate this shortage.    
7.2 although this is only a quantitative conclusion, the conclusion is also mirrored by our 
property market analysis.  the property market analysis confirms a growing shortage of 
industrial property in west london.  
7.3 We do not have a supply of new land in london so most new property requirements 
can only be met by redeveloping or renewing old and often obsolete stock.  in the 
section above we have explored some  potentials and barriers of intensifying the 
use of the most prevelant types of industrial sites in Park roya for longer term, policy 
aspirational, redevelopment scenarios.  but for the purposes of this evidence base  these 
options  cannot be quantified and taken in account..  these new forms of development 
are currently unlikely to comprise a significant element of the supply at the end of 
the development plan.  So for this section we base our spatial scenarios on a more 
conventional assessment of market demand.   
7.4 the evidence available shows that market demand is likely to continue to favour 
the redevelopment of older property for new space designed to appeal to the logistics 
market.  this is where the values are most favourable and market demand highest.   
7.5 this market led redevelopment results in the replacement of old property with new 
industrial units.  these units are normally developed at a lower plot ratio than the former 
property.  this is because occupiers value on site servicing yards which allow them to 
use their site and property much more efficiently (i.e. a higher throughput of goods).  
although the plot ratio is lower the replaced industrial space is normally built with a 
higher eve height with the potential for mezzanine space; so again meaning the new 
space can be used more efficiently.  
7.6 large sites, with good access are in the highest demand and attract the highest 
values.  this is because this type of site is most suitable for this type of redevelopment.  
they also appeal to the waste and utilities sectors.  

redeveloPment sCenarios
7.7 for the purposes of this study we need to create some redevelopment scenarios 
building on our analysis above to guide future planning in the Park royal area.  
7.8 to do this it is helpful to separate the Park royal area into four distinct parcels.  
7.9 the map of affected sites ( fig. 30) shows the broad groupings of sites.  the 
boundaries are not perfect; but the geography is robust enough for us to draw out 
conclusions.  
7.10 Starting at the eastern end of the area is Old Oak, moving westwards there are a 
number of sites which are subject to HS2 works, then the main Park royal Estate Sil. 
finally there is land within our study area not currently designated as Sil.  this includes 
some land near the hospital which has been redeveloped for Sil compliant uses.   
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old oak sites
7.11 the Park royal atlas suggests that of the 87.3 ha of employment sites in Old Oak 
almost all are in industrial use.  land for rail is the predominant use covering 31.9 ha 
of land.  but the data suggests this land employs fewer than 400 people.  the area as a 
whole employs around 6,000 people.     

Old Oak Industrial Sites
7.12 Under the emerging planning proposals for Old Oak, as presented in the draft OaPf 
(february 2015) all the traditional industrial space is lost.  in addition we are told that all 
the land currently used for rail is also released.  the OaPf envisages the Old Oak area is to 
be residential led mixed use development.  the draft OaPf also suggests de-designating 
this area from Sil via a future OPdC local plan.

7.13 the consolidation of the Strategic industrial location to areas within Park royal 
reflects london Plan policy 2.17(b)(b), paragraph 2.85 and guidance for the Old Oak 
Common Opportunity area to support the release of industrial land as part of a 
strategically coordinated process to enable higher density development around public 
transport nodes. the arrival of the High Speed 2, Crossrail and Great West Coast Main 
line Station represents a significant development opportunity to support residential and 
employment growth.
7.14 above we noted that West london is short of industrial land and there is little 
scope to create new sites.  So there is ample market led demand from industrial and 
warehousing sites to limit this release or at least seek maximum re-provision of industrial 
land where sites are redeveloped.  However this is unlikely to be a realistic policy 
response given the significant opportunities generated by HS2 and Crossrail at Old Oak.
7.15 On balance, using this stock of land for industrial uses, which do not require the 
level of public transport accessibility provided by the HS2 and Crossrail station does not 
appear a pragmatic response to the Old Oak opportunity.  
7.16 However there is scope to retain some existing light industrial and office business 
activities and some industrial buildings particularly where they are of possible character 
value.  for example the old multi storey factories on Scrubbs lane.  Some of these 
characterful buildings are in very light industrial or office use. but a number are still in 
industrial (b2/b8) and the ongoing use of these properties for industrial uses could be 
considered ‘bad neighbour’.  Some of the properties even share party walls with adjacent 
houses and/or the older property lacks the quality of access and servicing needed to 
efficiently use them as b2 or b8 property.  the access to most of the older properties is 
directly off Scrubs lane which will become increasingly important in servicing Old Oak.  
So in this scenario we assume all the industrial space in Old Oak is lost from the industrial 
land supply.  any buildings retained are most likely to be used for non-industrial uses.  

Old Oak Replacement Space
7.17 the OaPf sets out to create 55,000 new jobs at Old Oak as well as 24,000 new 
homes.  the only way that this mix can be accommodated is if the vast majority of the 
55,000 new jobs are accommodated in use classes which are fully compatible with high 
density residential (i.e. broadly a, b1 & d class).  
7.18 Given the density of development and the need for future employment space 
to be compatible with the new high density residential the only compatible industrial 
use would be light, b1(c) space.   but if promoting b1(c) planners need to be aware that 
compromised industrial space, for example in basements and upper floors accessed by 
internal goods lifts, is more expensive to operate.  because it is expensive to operate such 
space often suffers from weak demand. 

Site Area (ha) Floorspace (Sq.m) Jobs
Industrial
A General industry 13.7 88,803                            838             
B Light industry 10.2 58,039                            1,209         
C Warehouses 16.7 117,208                          2,592         
D Open storage 0.3 256                                  8                  
E Self storage 1.4 13,914                            124             
F Utilities 0.2 347                                  13               
G Land for buses
H Land for rail 31.9 69,176                            390             
I Waste management and recycling 6.5 12,081                            35               
J Other industrial
K Vacant industrial 1.8 16,706                            77               
Total industrial 82.6 376,530                          5,287         
Non-industrial
L Offices 4.2 49,523                            619             
M Retail 0.0 186                                  4                  
N Community services 0.1 1,669                              7                  
O Recreation and leisure
P Residential 0.3 7,029                              31               
Total Non industrial 4.7 58,407                            662             
Grand Total 87.3 434,937                          5,948         

fig. 49 Old Oak Baseline
Source:  Park Royal Atlas survey (2014) and OPDC survey update (2015)
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7.19 for this reason we do not consider promoting replacement b1(c) space as part of a 
high density Old Oak new mixed use redevelopment scenario except in limited  specific 
circumstances where light industrial units can form a buffer between uses or can be 
provided on the ground floors of new buildings.  

Old Oak Summary
7.20 in this scenario we make no fixed assumption about the mix of uses to be re-
provided in Old Oak.  We know that all the old traditional industrial stock will be lost and 
any replacement offer is unlikely to be industrial.  Some space may be retained where it 
has character value.  However the most likely scenario is the majority 55,000 new jobs 
will be provided in office space.  So in the table below we assume these jobs will all be 
provided in b1(a) offices at a employment density of 14.7 square metres per worker in 
line with inner london boroughs (industrial land demand and release benchmarks in 
london, 2011). this should only be taken as an illustration and the employment density 
we apply may be a conservative assumption because there is evidence that office space is 
being used more intensively over time.  
7.21 the table below shows the results of this scenario.  because the site already 
accommodates around 6,000 jobs the 55,000 new jobs in the OaPf results in 49,000 net 
additional jobs.  all of which are in non-industrial sectors.  82.6 ha of land currently in 
industrial use is lost from the industrial land stock. 

Park royal sil
7.22 there are 228 hectares of land within the Park royal Sil and outside the Old Oak 
and the HS2 sites.  
7.23 this reservoir of land accommodates an estimated 28,400.  26,700 of these jobs are 
on 222 hectares of industrial sites.  there are also 1,700 jobs on non industrial sites.  
7.24 Our property market review shows there is high demand for all industrial uses.  but 
for users who need Sil land, because they need large sites or 24 hour working, there are 
few alternative sites.  these cannot easily be accommodated outside Sil because they 
give rise to conflicts with residential uses; nor can they be re-accommodated in Old Oak.  
So there is a policy rationale to prioritise the core Sil land for these uses.  

Site Area (ha) Floorspace (Sq.m) Jobs
Existing industrial 82.6 376,530                          5,287         
Scenario industrial 0 -                                   -              
Industrial net change -82.6 376,530-                         5,287-         
Existing non industrial 4.7 58,407                            662             
Scenario non industrial 86.9 808,500                          55,000       
Non industrial net change 82.3 750,093                         54,338      
Scenario net change all uses 0-                        373,563                          49,052       

fig. 50 Old Oak Scenario
Source:  Park Royal Atlas survey (2014) and OPDC survey update (2015)

Site Area (ha) Floorspace (Sq.m) Jobs
Industrial
A General industry 64.7                457,229                          8,823             
B Light industry 39.1                321,073                          6,714             
C Warehouses 91.4                590,425                          10,260          
D Open storage 0.5                  432                                  37                   
E Self storage
F Utilities 9.8                  12,394                            60                   
G Land for buses 1.2                  2,047                               37                   
H Land for rail 10.0                37,760                            687                
I Waste management and recycling 1.1                  5,662                               75                   
J Other industrial 0.2                  517                                  14                   
K Vacant industrial 3.7                  16,054                            -                 
Total industrial 221.6             1,443,594                      26,707          
Non-industrial
L Offices 3.2                  34,918                            1,113             
M Retail 2.2                  9,771                               191                
N Community services
O Recreation and leisure 4.4                  14,310                            323                
P Residential 1.0                  5,076                               76                   
Total Non industrial 10.9                64,075                            1,702             
Grand Total 232.5             1,507,669                      28,409          

fig. 51 Park Royal SIL Baseline
Source: Park Royal Atlas survey (2014) and OPDC survey update (2015)
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Park Royal SIL – Industrial Land
7.25 there is around 222ha of land in industrial use across Park royal today; 
accommodating an estimated 1,444,000 square metres of floor space at a 65% plot ratio. 
the plot ratio for the built space (i.e. excluding transport, utilities and open storage) is 
higher at 70% and for light industrial uses this exceeds 80%.  
7.26 as discussed above market led demand is most likely to lead to a reduction in these 
densities over time.  Older property will be redeveloped for newer industrial units with 
increased open yardage and servicing space.  
7.27 although we expect plot densities to fall over time estimating the extent of this 
reduction in built floor space is complicated.  not all sites will be redeveloped and 
fragmented land ownerships in some parts of the estate means that not all of Park royal 
can be readily assembled to accommodate the larger units developers wish to build.  
further demand from transport, waste and utilities sectors (with some Sui Generis uses) is 
growing and these often demand open land with little or no floor space.  
7.28 but a reduction in plot ratios down to 60% does not appear an unreasonable 
assumption.  this leads to a small reduction in built floor space in Park royal from 1.4 
million square metres to 1.3 million square metres.   

Park Royal SIL – Industrial Jobs
7.29 Park royal currently accommodates 26,700 industrial jobs in 1,450,000 square 
metres of floor space at an employment density of 1:54 square metres.  this density is 
worse than outer london boroughs which the Gla industrial land release benchmarks 
study estimated at 1:43 square metres. 
7.30 this is because the large amount of land used for utilities and waste on Park royal 
brings the overall density down.  these sites are large land/floor space users but employ 
few people.  
7.31 Over time the shortage of industrial land in West london is likely to encourage 
users to intensify the use of their floor space across all uses.  While utilities and waste uses 
will continue to employ few people the other uses (warehousing & industrial) will need 
to intensity their use of space.  across Park royal we may expect employment densities 
to reach that seen in other estates in outer london.  So here we assume that the use of 
space is intensified to reach the 1:43 square metres seen elsewhere in outer london.  
7.32 applying this assumption the 1.3m square metres of built floor space could 
accommodate 4,000 more jobs than today.  

Site Area (ha) Floorspace (Sq.m) Jobs
Existing industrial 222           1,443,594                      26,707          
Scenario industrial 222 1,329,685                      30,923       
Industrial net change 0.0 113,909-                         4,216            
Existing non industrial 11 64,075                            1,702             
Scenario non industrial 11 64,075                            1,702             
Non industrial net change 0 0 0
Scenario net change all uses -                  113,909-                          4,216             

fig. 52 Park Royal SIL Scenario

Park Royal SIL– Non Industrial Land Uses
7.33 the site analysis suggests the Park royal Sil accommodates a small amount of 
non-industrial land uses.  around 11 ha of land in the Sil is classed either as containing 
mainly office or retail uses.  Some of this may be redeveloped for new industrial property 
although the land values for retail uses means that this is unlikely.  So for this scenario we 
assume no change in the non-industrial land uses on Park royal.  

Park Royal SIL  – Summary
7.34 the table below summarises this scenario.  for the retained industrial land we 
assume that continued market led redevelopment reduces the plot ratio over time.  but 
reflecting the more efficient use of this space the employment density improves to reach 
the 1:43 square metres seen in Outer london more generally.  the end result is that the 
same 222 ha of land accommodates slightly less floor space but slightly more jobs.  the 
scenario has left the amount of non-industrial space (and jobs) unchanged.
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Site Area (ha) Floorspace (Sq.m) Jobs
Industrial
A General industry 4.8                20,154                           313              
B Light industry
C Warehouses 3.2                11,332                           150              
D Open storage 7.9                7,923                             170              
E Self storage
F Utilities
G Land for buses
H Land for rail
I Waste management and recycling
J Other industrial
K Vacant industrial 0.5                559                                 -              
Total industrial 16.4              39,969                           633              
Non-industrial
L Offices
M Retail
N Community services
O Recreation and leisure
P Residential
Total Non industrial 0 0 0
Grand Total 16.4 39,969                           633              

fig. 53 HS2 Sites Baseline

Park royal Hs2 sites
7.35 directly to the west of Old Oak is 17 ha of land which is almost entirely in industrial 
use.  
7.36 all of this land is required to facilitate HS2 works and we understand that this means 
that at least in the short to medium term the sites will be cleared. 
7.37 However once HS2 is completed these sites will available for redevelopment, and so 
potentially capable of accommodating replacement industrial space.  
7.38 for this area we present two potential redevelopment scenarios.  the employment 
land related evidence suggests we should aim to seek maximum (re)provision 
of industrial property; specified to appeal to the growing logistics and modern 
manufacturing market that cannot be easily re-accommodated on local quality sites.  this 
suggests redevelopment as a Preferred industrial location; much like the Park royal Sil.    

7.39 but we also test redeveloping the sites as a high density industrial business Park. 
7.40 We do this because any redevelopment of these sites is likely to be a number of 
years away and the market may change between then and now.  

Park Royal HS2 Sites Preferred Industrial Location scenario
7.41 the HS2 sites accommodate 40,000 square metres of floorspace on 16.5 hectares of 
largely industrial land.  
7.42 this part of Park royal is already less densely developed than other areas mainly 
because of the large amount of open land.  
7.43 the table below shows the impact redevelopment of the HS2 parcels for new 
industrial space using the same assumptions as  above (60% plot ratio / 1:43 square 
metres). 

Site Area (ha) Floorspace (Sq.m) Jobs
Existing industrial 16.4 39,969               633              
Scenario industrial 16.4 98,494               2,291          
Industrial net change 0 58,525              1,658         
Existing non industrial
Scenario non industrial
Non industrial net change
Scenario net change all uses 0 58,525                           1,658          

fig. 54 HS2 Sites 100% industrial re-provision scenario
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Park Royal HS2 Industrial Business Park scenario
7.44 there may be scope to increase the number of jobs if additional high density 
employment is promoted.  a higher density redevelopment scenario could still conform 
with the Sil designation but would likely fall under the SPG classicisation of industrial 
business Park (ibP) land as opposed to Preferred industrial land (Pil).  
7.45 the SPG defines ibP activities as “research and development (b1b), light industrial 
(b1c) and high value-added general industrial (b2)”.  it goes on to say that these “generally 
require significantly less heavy goods access [than Pil]”.  So it may be a good ‘buffer use’ 
between Old Oak and the main Park royal Sil.  
7.46 in this scenario we have assumed the site is provided at a very high plot ratio 
of 100%.  this density of development is normally only considered appropriate for 
very accessible office sites.  but given the proximity of Old Oak this many not be an 
unreasonable long term assumption to make here.  
7.47 for a potential employment density there is no benchmark we can use.  neither the 
Gla nor the HCa (the HCa Employment density guide is the common quoted source for 
ElrSs) provide a reasonable proxy to use for this type of space.   So for this scenario we 
adopt a 1:20 density.  
7.48 this assumes the space is used more intensively than industrial space in Park royal 
(1:43) because the space is unlikely to accommodate warehousing and logistics activities.  
but the space is used less intensively than standard offices because the ibP would include 
an element of r&d and high value industrial.  Given the cost of operating from this 
location the balance is likely to favour higher densities (i.e. more towards offices) than 
industrial.   

7.49 Using these assumptions the 16.4 ha HS2 sites could collectively re-provide around 
7,500 new industrial jobs but in high density ibP type uses.  
7.50 However this number needs significant caveats.  the market demand case for this 
kind of development is much weaker than for other industrial property discussed above.  
Some of the uses, most noticeably offices, could also be accommodated in town centres 
where the boroughs would like to see additional office workers to generate footfall in the 
outer london town centres.  
7.51 there is much less evidence this land is needed as an ibP than Pil given that Old 
Oak will also provide a supply of high density office space.  but as noted above the HS2 
sites will not be available for a number of years and so it is reasonable to consider this 
scenario because market demand may change.   

Park royal non sil
7.52 there are a number of employment sites within Park royal that are not on Sil.  
this includes some retail, leisure uses and most obviously the hospital.  they have 
an important role in providing local jobs and services but are land uses not normally 
considered in employment and industrial land reviews.
7.53 it is possible that they may be redeveloped in the future; some of the retail sites are 
very low density single story units with large amounts of ground level parking.  Higher 
land values in the area may encourage redevelopment and renewal.  but in this scenario 
the drive for higher value land uses, including additional retail and housing will drive the 
commercial logic to redevelop.  Making an assumption that such redevelopment will 
secure additional (lower value) employment space is not robust.  
7.54 for the same reason extending the Sil policy to cover these sites is not 
recommended.  but a local policy, controlling redevelopment to secure the integrity of 
the neighbouring Sil is justified.  any redevelopment of these sites could give rise to 
additional conflicts with the adjacent Sil land parcels.  
7.55 there are two parcels of land that have been redeveloped for new warehouses 
but are excluded from the Sil, because they were previously hospital land.  there is also 
a vacant site sandwiched between Sil land. Extending the Sil to cover these sites is 
recommended.  

fig. 55 HS2 Sites Industrial Business Park redevelopment scenario
Site Area (ha) Floorspace (Sq.m) Jobs

Existing industrial 16.4 39,969               633              
Scenario industrial 16.4 164,156 8,208
Industrial net change 0 124,187                         7,575          
Existing non industrial
Scenario non industrial
Non industrial net change
Scenario net change all uses 0 124,187                         7,575          
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oPdC summary
7.56 above we have discussed a number of scenarios for separate parts of the OPdC.  
Here we bring these together to show a picture of the OPdC as a whole.  
7.57 the release of Old Oak from Sil, and its redevelopment for high density mixed uses 
results in a loss of 82 hectares of land currently in industrial use.  but the redevelopment 
of Old Oak, provides 55,000 new jobs in the area.  
7.58 Outside of Old Oak market led redevelopment of older sites in the Sil will result 
in more modern and fit for purpose stock.  this space will be better designed to meet 
modern business needs with more circulation space and yardage but at a lower plot ratio.  
the employment capacity improves as this new space is built to be used more efficiently 
than the space it replaces.  also a tightening market for space encourages greater 
efficiency.  

7.59 a more efficient Park royal Sil will allow a faster and more efficient flow of goods 
and services through the finite quantity of land.  this will allow the area to support more 
off site jobs, either by providing necessary goods to allow the wider economy to function 
efficiently or by providing off site employment as part of the logistics chain.  
7.60 the future of the HS2 temporary construction sites is less clear.  We have tested two 
scenarios; one where the sites revert to Pil and another ibP.  any redevelopment is many 
years away and market conditions will largely dictate the final outcome.  but there will 
remain a need for the land to revert back to some form of industrial use.  
7.61 the tables below summarise the scenarios.  the total net additional number of jobs 
ranges between 55,000 and 61,000 dependent on the future of the HS2 parcels.  

Floorspace (sqm) Jobs
Industrial OO HS2 IBP PR SIL All OO HS2 IBP PR SIL All
Existing industrial 376,530   39,969    1,443,594 1,860,093          5,287      633          26,707    32,626    
Scenario industrial -            164,156  1,329,685 1,493,841          -           8,208      30,923    39,131    
Industrial net change 376,530-  124,187 113,909-    366,252-             5,287-      7,575      4,216      6,504      
Existing non industrial 58,407     64,075       122,482             662          1,702      2,364      
Scenario non industrial 808,500   64,075       872,575             55,000    1,702      56,702    
Non industrial net change 750,093  0 750,093             54,338   -          54,338   
Scenario net change all uses 373,563   124,187  113,909-     383,841             49,052    7,575      4,216      60,843    

Floorspace (sqm) Jobs
Industrial OO HS2 PIL PR SIL All OO HS2 PIL PR SIL All
Existing industrial 376,530   39,969    1,443,594 1,860,093          5,287      633          26,707    32,626    
Scenario industrial -            98,494    1,329,685 1,428,178          -           2,291      30,923    33,213    
Industrial net change 376,530-  58,525   113,909-    431,914-             5,287-      1,658      4,216      587         
Existing non industrial 58,407     64,075       122,482             662          1,702      2,364      
Scenario non industrial 808,500   64,075       872,575             55,000    1,702      56,702    
Non industrial net change 750,093  -             750,093             54,338   -          54,338   
Scenario net change all uses 373,563   58,525    113,909-     318,178             49,052    1,658      4,216      54,925    

fig. 56 OPDC Summary with HS2 IBP

fig. 57 OPDC Summary with HS2 PIL
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Land (ha)
Industrial OO HS2 PR SIL All
Existing industrial 82.6              16.4         232.5                331.6                   
Scenario industrial -                16.4         232.5                248.9                   
Industrial net change 82.6-             -          -                   82.6-                     
Existing non industrial 4.7                -           11                      15.6                      
Scenario non industrial 4.7                -           11                      15.6                      
Non industrial net change -               -          -                   -                       
Scenario net change all uses 82.6-              -           -                    82.6-                      

fig. 58 OPDC land area summary

7.62 finally; compared to the benchmarks discussed in Chapter 4 the redevelopment of 
Old Oak and its release from the industrial land supply means that the three Park royal 
boroughs are very likely to exceed their benchmark releases.   this is even before any 
additional land is released by the boroughs themselves.  
7.63 in Chapter 4 we calculated that there was only around 35 ha of land left to release.  
the Old Oak release is nearly 90 hectares of industrial land.  Within the current industrial 
land SPG framework we cannot reconcile this loss.  leaving the three boroughs to try 
and re-balance their portfolio to compensate does not appear pragmatic. the release of 
Old Oak is justified by its strategic significance to london as a whole and this strongly 
suggests that the Gla needs to re-assess the Strategic evidence as soon as possible.  
the london wide benchmarks need re-evaluating with an appropriate london wide 
adjustment to take this strategic release into account.
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Context
8.1 the OPdC area contains 355ha of employment sites which accommodate around 
1500 business units in diverse sectors, many of which provide goods and services to 
london’s businesses and residents. 60% of the estimated 36,000 jobs are in industrial 
sectors and many workers live locally in the three surrounding boroughs. the industrial 
area grew in the post-war period producing everything from ketchup to busses. after 
a decline in large manufacturing firms after 1970, today it is one of the most sought 
after locations for industry in london. it is made up of a patchwork of business sizes 
and sectors with several clusters including film and tv, food production, vehicle repair 
and logistics. the Old Oak & Park royal development Corporation (OPdC) was set up in 
april 2015 to guide the regeneration of Old Oak and support industry in Park royal. this 
industrial land review (ilr) provides evidence and recommendations for the OPdC and 
its local plan.

PoliCy and evidenCe Base
8.2 the ilr and local Plan sit within a hierarchy of documents functioning at 
different spatial scales. at a national level, guidance is provided for how to produce 
an employment and industrial land study, while at a london level the guidance and 
evidence base suggests that across london industrial activities decreasing. Standalone 
office uses within the Park royal Sil are not supported by the london Plan and as such 
the ilr focuses on industrial uses. 
8.3 Specific to Park royal, growth is projected to take place in the logistics and waste 
management industrial sectors alongside green industries and clean technology with 
a focus on micro, small and medium sized workspaces. this trajectory is also echoed in 
local planning documents and research.
8.4 the Greater london authority has published an Opportunity area Planning 
framework for Old Oak & Park royal which supplements the london Plan. these 
documents provide strategic guidance to accompany the OPdC local Plan to guide 
development in the OPdC area. alongside these documents, the ilr and a number of 
other pieces of technical research will inform the OPdC local Plan. Once adopted, the 
london Plan and OPdC local Plan will form the ‘development plan’ for the OPdC area.

site analysis
8.5 the OPdC area has been divided into 300 employment sites of varying sizes. Most are 
categorised as industrial land uses, however the categories mask the diversity of business 
sectors and mix of industrial and non-industrial activities within each site. there are four 
main industrial site typologies: standalone warehouses, industrial estates, dense light 
industrial and business centres.
8.6 business centre sites have the highest plot ratios and employment densities, 
standalone warehouses and industrial estates require lower plot ratios to function 
efficiently. Current site densities suggest that there could be scope to intensify some sites 
through redevelopment and infill development, especially those close to public transport 
hubs on the edge of Park royal and along the main access routes to them. this can help 
to free up ground floor and yard space on other sites for the businesses that need them.
8.7 the limited supply of vacant industrial employment land at 2% suggest that 
additional employment generating floor space would need to come from making more 
intensive use of the sites.
8.8 but this needs treating with care.  for many of the firms operating in Park royal 
further increasing development densities is not ideal without a number of challenges 
being addressed. On highway parking and congestion is an issue as firms displace activity 
onto the highway because their properties were built with too little open yardage, on 
site servicing space or parking for their staff. the workforce is also affected by congestion, 
because many drive to work, as well as the limited services, such as cafés in the area. 
However, there is scope to reduce the number of people driving to work as a large part 
of the workforce lives locally and the main pedestrian access routes from Park royal to 
public transport hubs could be improved by combining services and more intensive sites 
along them.
8.9 around 350 businesses and 6500 jobs will be affected by Old Oak redevelopment 
sites and HS2 construction sites. there is an opportunity to support a diverse local 
economy and local employment by encouraging land owners to support the relocation 
of businesses from the Old Oak and HS2 to appropriate sites within Park royal and the 
surrounding boroughs. However this is a challenge that will require a more intensive use 
of industrial land due to low land and floor space vacancy rates 
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Quantitative suPPly and demand
8.10 there is evidence of a growing shortage of land across london and Park royal is the 
largest reservoir of Strategic industrial locations in West london.  it accommodates a wide 
range of industrial users but is one of the few locations large enough to accommodate 
strategic property requirements as well as land for waste; utilities and transport.  these 
uses are often cited as ‘bad neighbours’ and very difficult to accommodate on smaller 
local scale sites.
8.11 london seeks to balance its stock of industrial land through the use of the industrial 
land release benchmarks to manage the release of surplus industrial sites, mainly former 
manufacturing sites, into other uses. but data shows that that industrial land has been 
being released twice as fast as the benchmarks suggested. 
8.12 also the replacement of former manufacturing space with new logistics property 
is not as fluid as the benchmarks suggested would be needed to support the london 
economy.  When former industrial sites are redeveloped they are replaced either with 
new homes or residential led mixed use redevelopment. this puts growing quantitative 
pressure on the remaining stock of Sil land in london to efficiently service the growing 
london economy.  

market demand
8.13 as the stock of industrial land diminishes the remaining market demand is 
concentrated on areas such as Park royal.  new occupiers looking for industrial property 
in london have less choice of location and some well-established london firms have 
already been displaced to Park royal by regeneration elsewhere.  reflecting this, occupier 
demand for the space at Park royal is strong, vacancy rates very low, rents have been 
rising (and are the highest in london) and investment yields are also low.  
8.14 developers are responding to the shortage of industrial land in london by 
redeveloping and renewing stock so it can be used much more efficiently.  logistics 
is driving occupier demand today and developers expect this demand to increase as 
london’s population grows.  So former manufacturing sites built at high plot ratios, are 
redeveloped for more efficient but lower density industrial units.  
8.15 there is also strong demand from waste, utilities, transport and some Sui Generis 
uses such as garages, motor trade and building supply firms.  this is a smaller source of 
demand but because these types of activity have little alternative land available they 
compete with the logistics market for the declining stock of Sil land and property.

intensifiCation
8.16 despite increasing market demand and decreasing supply of industrial land in 
Park royal there is little indication that the industrial development market is looking 
to intensify industrial sites in london. there are many barriers to intensifying industrial 
sites in Park royal, such as the need for yard space, investor and occupier preferences, 
patterns of land ownership, road congestion, increased construction costs, increased 
management and decreased occupier flexibility. However, as the land supply for 
traditional single storey warehouses with yards dries up there is an opportunity in Park 
royal to explore strategies to use industrial sites more efficiently and free up ground floor 
space for the businesses that need it.
8.17 Ground floor space can be freed up for larger warehouses by developing sites to 
include additional light industrial workplaces on upper floors for businesses that do not 
require regular use of yard space and parking. developing new industrial estates with 
a second storey of yard and warehouse space accessed via ramps and providing shared 
facilities for larger deliveries could provide a viable solution. raising roofs, adding floors 
and freeing up yard space in dense light industrial sites can provide additional space for 
businesses to start-up, grow and be more efficient.

sPatial sCenarios 
8.18 While HS2 and Crossrail provide a new strategic development opportunity in 
Old Oak, the release of industrial land in Old Oak and the construction sites for HS2 
will exacerbate the shortage of industrial land in the area already confirmed by the 
quantitative and market analyses. as demand for goods and services in london grows, 
Park royal is one of the few locations able to accommodate larger industrial uses. 
8.19 based on how they will be affected by HS2 construction and Old Oak 
redevelopment boundaries the OPdC employment sites have been split into four groups:

 - Old Oak- all be redeveloped as non-industrial;
 - Park royal Sil- all to continue to be protected as a Strategic industrial location; 
 - Park royal HS2 construction sites – these should be redeveloped as Preferred 

industrial land (Pil) after their use for the construction of HS2 given the 
shortage of industrial land in the area. Whether redevelopment as a higher 
density industrial business Park (ibP) should be considered would need to be 
assessed closer to the time; and

 - Park royal non-Sil employment sites – these sites will continue to complement 
the Sil uses however their redevelopment should be controlled and a small 
number of specific sites designated as Sil to protect current and adjacent Sil 
uses.
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9.1 these recommendations for policy and delivery focus on protecting and maximising 
the contribution of industrial uses in the OPdC area to support a robust local and regional 
economy. they are divided into four overarching groups to address the conclusions of the 
report:

 - Protect –acknowledges the high demand for industrial land in the OPdC by 
focusing on how local planning policies should protect industrial land and 
industrial businesses within Park royal. 

 - Intensify - focuses on planning policies to use the remaining industrial land 
efficiently and provide industrial space to more businesses. 

 - Expand – recommends options for the local Plan and broader strategies to 
expand the supply of industrial space in the area in response to increasing 
demand. 

 - Support -  focuses on how the OPdC can support the local industrial economy 
and businesses by facilitating the relocation of displaced businesses within the 
area and supporting businesses to capture procurement opportunities from 
development at Old Oak.

ProteCt
Protect industrial uses in Park Royal SIL
9.2 Local Plan policies should reflect London Plan policy 2.17 by permitting only 
broad industrial type activities outlined in paragraph 2.79 of the London Plan
9.3 broad industrial type activities that should be permitted are  general industrial, 
light industrial, storage and distribution, waste management, recycling, some transport 
related functions, utilities, wholesale markets and other industrial related activities.
9.4 Park royal forms an important function as a reservoir of industrial land in West 
london.  london needs such reservoirs to function efficiently, supply the population 
and other businesses with goods and services while also accommodating any future 
manufacturing activity which needs to remain in the capital. 
9.5 as a Strategic industrial location it is suitable for a wide range of industrial uses.  but 
what sets the Sil aside is that its size and Sil designation means that it is one of the few 
areas which can accommodate uses which lead to land use conflicts elsewhere.  this 
includes land for waste, utilities and transport but also industrial activities operating 24 
hours a day and creating industrial noise. 

Reduce non-conforming uses in Park Royal SIL
9.6 Enforcement action should be taken against uses  that do not conform to the 
broad industrial type activities and appropriate supporting uses as outlined in 
paragraph 2.79 of the London Plan.
9.7 due to the limited availability of industrial space in the area, enforcement would help 
to free up space for industrial uses.

Return Park Royal HS2 construction sites to SIL 
9.8 Local plan policy should retain the Park Royal HS2 work sites (these are the 
two northern work sites only). These sites could be promoted for a mix of SIL 
appropriate uses including Industrial Business Park uses, to ensure that a range of 
unit sizes and business sectors could be located here in the future. 
9.9 industrial business park uses on this site would help create a buffer between the 
mixed use area of old oak and the Preferred industrial Uses across Park royal. these Park 
royal HS2 sites are required as work sites by HS2 until 2026. there would be a land use 
policy review in advance of this date.
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Development adjacent to Park Royal SIL
9.10 Local Plan  policies should reflect London Plan policy 2.17 by only permitting 
development adjacent to SIL if it can demonstrate that the proposed  use(s) and 
design will not compromise current or future industrial activities and industrial 
intensification within SIL and mitigate any conflicts with new uses. 
9.11 Policies should require residential or other non Sil uses near or adjacent to Sil to 
be designed to a standard allowing the nearby Sil parcels to operate industrial activities 
24 hours a day without attracting noise or other amenity complaints.  Policies should set 
environmental and design requirements for development adjacent to the Sil including 
design standards for minimum noise attenuation and transport standards to enhance the 
Sil road network for additional industrial traffic.
9.12 in line with the london Plan policy 2.17, development on the edge of the Sil 
should not hinder the efficient use of land within the Sil.  additional residential and non-
industrial development can lead to conflicts with the intensification of industrial uses 
within Sil.  new development should be designed to mitigate potential conflicts through 
the location of uses on a site and the design of buildings.

intensify
Efficient use of industrial land
9.13 Local plan policies should require that applications for redevelopment of sites 
in Park Royal SIL demonstrate that they are making the most efficient viable use of 
the land.
9.14 this should include demonstrating that the applicant has considered more 
intensive forms of development with more industrial floor space and higher plot ratios 
such as multi storey industrial and warehouse units. applicants should be asked to 
demonstrate that a more intensive use of the site with additional useable industrial floor 
space is not commercially attractive or viable at the time the application is made.
9.15 While the market is best placed to determine the correct form and mix of industrial 
property development the london wide shortage of Sil land means that the OPdC 
should try to ensure that the remaining stock of land is used as efficiently as possible. 
the evidence shows that that multi story industrial property may be viable today and 
with a shrinking land supply there is a reasonable expectation that that it will become 
both viable and commercially attractive in the future.  the policy needs to reflect this 
possibility and request that applications demonstrate that they are making the best use 
of the land.

Reduce road congestion
9.16 Local plan policies should require new developments demonstrate how they 
will contribute to reducing road congestion and encourage walking and cycling 
with active frontages along main routes.
9.17 this includes using alternative sustainable and innovative transport methods for 
goods, incentivising employees to travel to work by walking, cycling and public transport 
and improving the streetscape permeability of sites for walking, cycling and public 
transport. 
9.18 to avoid congestion from parking and deliveries, development proposals should 
demonstrate that all parking and servicing can be managed within the site or by other 
means unless specific offsite arrangements are made.  this may include shared off-
highway parking provision, the use of offsite servicing, the use of consolidation centres 
and/or the use of innovative transport modes such as autonomous vehicles and drones. 
the OPdC transport study should look closely at these and other alternatives for future 
sustainable transport methods. for instance there could be opportunities to trial delivery 
drones using rooftops as landing areas. development proposals along main walking and 
cycling routes to be identified by the transport study should pay particular attention 
to their streetscape and provide active frontages. redevelopment proposals that make 
provision for small scale, walk up, services, retail and leisure which could add to this 
streetscape should be encouraged along these routes if they do not negatively impact on 
the functioning of the Strategic industrial location.

Intensification pilot projects
9.19 OPDC should initiate an industrial land intensification pilot programme in 
partnership with interested industrial developers and workspace provider partners.
9.20 this will promote innovation in the industrial development market by mixing 
industrial spaces with office, workshop and studio spaces. it can demonstrate the 
feasibility of such a development and its potential to free ground floor and yard space for 
the industrial uses which need it. it will also create a better understanding of the barriers 
to intensifying industrial development. Providing workspaces for businesses affected by 
redevelopment should be a condition for any OPdC support of pilot scheme. the Pilot 
projects may help test new forms of development which could be rolled out elsewhere.
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exPand
Adjust Park Royal SIL boundary
9.21 Local plan policies should adjust the SIL boundary in Park Royal to include 
certain sites currently in industrial use, vacant or with a mix of industrial and retail 
uses that are adjacent to SIL land or industrial uses.
9.22 these sites should be added to Sil to avoid non-industrial uses from limiting 
adjacent industrial uses and their future industrial intensification and to protect the 
supply of industrial space within Park royal (see following map).

 - b6.29 this should be designated to reflect its current industrial use, its 
location adjacent to industrial uses and to standardise the Sil boundary to 
address the partial designation of the site as Sil. 

 - b6.31 this should be designated to reflect its current industrial use, its 
location adjacent to industrial uses and to standardise the Sil boundary to 
address the partial designation of the site as Sil.

 - E3.19 this should be designated to reflect its current industrial use, its 
location adjacent to industrial uses. Public facing retail and service uses would 
still remain on the site.

 - E2.05b this should be designated to standardise the Sil boundary and address 
the industrial uses within Sil on three sides.

 - E4.26 this should be designated to standardise the Sil boundary as it is a lone 
site next railway tracks across the street from an industrial site within the Sil 
boundary.

Light industrial floor space in Old Oak
9.23 Local Plan policies should support floor space for light industrial uses within 
development sites in Old Oak to replace current industrial floors space where 
appropriate or contributes to the preservation of designated heritage assets  where 
they support the transformative regeneration of Old Oak.
9.24 in particular developments should demonstrate they could accommodate 
light industrial b1c uses where they can act as a buffer between homes and major 
infrastructure.  the light industrial spaces should be on the ground floor or accessed and 
serviced from the ground floor without compromising residential amenity. they should 
have diverse sizes and conditions to appeal to the widest possible market of industrial 
businesses, prioritising those that are will be displaced by development in Old Oak.
9.25 there may be scope for retaining some buildings which are currently in 
employment use where they have heritage value, such as buildings on Scrubs lane which 
could be protected for ongoing light industrial use. retaining buildings of heritage value 
can help to give Old Oak character, support placemaking and increase the area’s appeal 
for businesses and residents. 

Manage industrial floorspace within the region
9.26 The OPDC should proactively work with the GLA, west London boroughs and 
the West London Waste Authority to review, manage protect, intensify and expand 
industrial land within the subregion.
9.27 to ease the increasing industrial market pressures on Park royal and support 
the relocation of businesses in appropriate locations in the area OdPC should work 
with boroughs to identify where industrial spaces could be provided within the area. 
for instance light industrial b1c class property could be provided as part of mixed use 
redevelopment schemes within the surrounding area. When considering releasing 
employment sites outside Sil where they cannot be redeveloped for b2 or b8 uses, the 
boroughs should consider seeking replacement b1c property.

Industrial space design and planning guidance
9.28 The OPDC should explore with the GLA and west London boroughs the 
creation of guidance for the design, planning, delivery and management of 
industrial and light industrial spaces to meet the needs of diverse industrial users. 
9.29 Currently much replacement employment space provided by developers on 
redeveloped industrial sites in london often does not meet the diverse requirements 
of industrial businesses and are used as office or residential space. Clearer guidance 
can help to provide flexible spaces that meet the needs of industrial and light industrial 
businesses.
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suPPort
Business relocation
9.30 Local economic policies should support the retention of local economic 
productivity and activity within the OPDC area through business support policies 
and a support strategy focusing on businesses directly affected by the HS2 
construction sites and the redevelopment of Old Oak. 
9.31 there are over 350 businesses and 6500 jobs located within these areas which play 
an important role in the local economy and local employment. Half of these businesses 
are not industrial and could potentially relocate within mixed use redevelopment in Old 
Oak. intensification policies and pilot projects mentioned earlier for Park royal can also 
provide upper floor space for the non-industrial businesses while also freeing up ground 
floor space for some industrial businesses to relocate to Park royal. Providing workspaces 
for affected businesses should be a priority for the more efficient redevelopment of sites 
in Park royal and a condition for any OPdC support of pilot intensification schemes.
9.32 the business support policies and action strategy should also provide support for 
businesses that cannot relocate within the OPdC area to find appropriate workspace 
within the surrounding boroughs and sub-region when possible. to be more effective, 
policies and strategy would need to be coordinated with HS2, surrounding boroughs and 
the west london sub-region.

Low carbon transition
9.33 The OPDC should work with the GLA and other partners to support the 
transition of Park Royal businesses to become a low carbon manufacturing hub.
9.34 Making industry in Park royal lower carbon with more efficient distribution 
processes and technologies would help to improve the local environment, business 
efficiency and road congestion. this would help mitigate the effects intensifying 
industrial sites and reduce their potential conflict with adjacent development areas such 
as Old Oak. Park royal could become the UK’s low carbon manufacturing hub.

Local procurement
9.35 The OPDC should work with HS2, Crossrail, TfL and other stakeholder and 
landowners to promote and facilitate the procurement of goods and services 
from local businesses for public and private contracts linked to real estate and 
infrastructure development in the OPDC area.
9.36 this should include support and training for local businesses to bid for contracts 
as well as a centralised tendering website and a database of local businesses with their 
sectors to identify local businesses to invite to tender.

Business listing and online forum
9.37 The OPDC should work with local businesses groups to create a publicly 
accessible online business directory and map of businesses within the ODPC area 
and online forum.
9.38 this will facilitate informing businesses of development plans and facilitating 
discussion amongst businesses and feedback. it can also provide useful business 
connections for many businesses that are otherwise not very visible in the area. 
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Site ID Site name Estimated 
Number of 
Businesses

Site area (ha) Estimated gross 
external building 

floor area (m2)

Estimated plot 
ratio

Estimated 
number of 
employees

Employment 
density

(m2/employee)

Land use category Site typology

b2.01 Grand Union trade Park 10 1.70 12200 0.72 113 108 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
b2.02 tudor Estate 13 2.82 12187 0.43 414 29 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
b2.03 Park royal Service Station 1 0.16 517 0.32 14 37 J Other industrial 11 Other
b2.04 brent reuse and recycling Centre 1 4.64 609 0.01 26 24 f Utilities 05 Open industrial land
b2.05 d-link Europe + best Way 2 6.49 39519 0.61 719 55 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
b2.06 Premier Park 2 11.39 50754 0.45 960 53 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
b2.07 Premier Park 2 6.83 34670 0.51 770 45 a General industry 02 industrial estate
b2.08 3 0.68 1671 0.25 105 16 J Other industrial 02 industrial estate
b3.01 Grand Junction arms 1 0.24 696 0.29 23 30 M retail 07 Street frontage
b3.02 Centrus business Park 4 1.63 6562 0.40 100 66 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
b3.05 Gormley House 2 0.82 3657 0.45 91 40 a General industry 03 dense light industrial
b3.06 townsend industrial Estate 3 1.86 14479 0.78 282 51 a General industry 02 industrial estate
b3.07 See Woo food & Panalux 2 2.40 22468 0.94 409 55 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
b3.08 Mcvities 1 4.95 28483 0.58 735 39 a General industry 06 Specific industrial
b3.09 royal Mail distribution Centre 1 10.00 37760 0.38 687 55 H land for rail 06 Specific industrial
b4.01 1 0.19 751 0.40 14 55 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
b4.02 3 0.83 8303 1.00 104 80 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
b4.03 aMC business Centre 20 0.40 2971 0.75 112 27 a General industry 02 industrial estate
b4.04 dephna Group (business estate) 14 0.27 1314 0.48 55 24 b light industry 04 business centre
b4.05 1 0.58 2554 0.44 14 179 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
b4.06 Mak House 2 1.04 4752 0.46 86 55 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
b4.07 1 1.02 10228 1.00 284 36 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
b4.09 Cumberland business Park 35 1.74 17488 1.00 465 38 b light industry 02 industrial estate
b4.10 1 2.20 32706 1.49 55 595 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
b4.11 friarsgate business Park 9 0.53 3854 0.73 72 54 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
b4.12 Genesis business Park 9 1.11 8920 0.80 176 51 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
b4.13 Cumberland avenue industrial Estate 5 1.01 8513 0.84 129 66 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
b4.14 Whitby avenue 7 1.73 15628 0.91 359 43 a General industry 02 industrial estate
b4.16 Space business Park 28 2.06 20796 1.01 405 51 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
b4.17 abbott House 1 0.56 3249 0.58 55 59 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
b4.18 1 0.77 4019 0.53 73 55 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
b4.19 Park royal industrial Centre 12 0.84 4082 0.48 77 53 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
b4.20 design House 1 0.09 445 0.50 12 36 l Offices 09 Hotel or office
b4.21 3 0.59 4133 0.70 73 57 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
b4.22 European House 1 0.83 5447 0.65 99 55 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
b4.23 abbey point 1 0.06 952 1.49 6 159 M retail 07 Street frontage
b4.24 aggregate House 1 1.13 5662 0.50 75 75 i Waste management and recycling 01 Standalone warehouse
b4.25 abbey Manor 1 0.20 800 0.40 27 30 M retail 07 Street frontage
b4.26 1 0.07 389 0.59 20 19 C Warehouses 03 dense light industrial
b4.27 Unimix House 61 0.32 14326 4.43 487 29 l Offices 04 business centre
b4.28 diageo, bachtel 2 1.24 43830 3.53 1000 44 l Offices 09 Hotel or office
b4.29 Origin business Park 6 9.54 38159 0.40 694 55 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
b5.01 abbey road industrial Park 17 4.30 25324 0.59 293 86 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
b5.02 1 0.90 2377 0.26 20 119 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
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1 Small o�ce
2 Large o�ce
3 Retail
4 Workshop
5 Small warehouse
6 Large warehouse
7 Yard
8 Other

Mixed - Main Two Types

A Manufacture Food
B Manufacture Metal
C Manufacture Reproduction
D Manufacture Other
E Utilities
F Construction
G Vehicle Sale and Repair
H Wholesale Food
I Wholesale Other
J Transport and Storage
K Info. and Comm.
L Services Professional
M Services Other
N Public Services 
O Retail, Restaurants, Hotels
P Other Business Activities
Y Vacant
Z Unknown

X Other
Mixed - Main Two Sectors
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Site ID Site name Estimated 
Number of 
Businesses

Site area (ha) Estimated gross 
external building 

floor area (m2)

Estimated plot 
ratio

Estimated 
number of 
employees

Employment 
density

(m2/employee)

Land use category Site typology

b5.03 abbey road Corner 3 1.66 9469 0.57 150 63 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
b5.04 nucleus business Park, City link 6 2.37 13501 0.57 296 46 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
b5.05 nHS Mental Health facility 1 1.08 8277 0.77 36 229 n Community services 11 Other
b5.06 bighams, Concept House, acme technology 6 1.61 10614 0.66 289 37 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
b5.07 anglo Pacific 1 2.21 16588 0.75 80 207 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
b5.08 Greencore 2 1.69 6098 0.36 500 12 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
b5.11 Photobox 1 1.01 7287 0.72 150 49 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
b6.01 2 0.26 2439 0.93 32 76 b light industry 04 business centre
b6.02 4 0.13 1262 0.99 40 31 a General industry 03 dense light industrial
b6.03 2 0.14 1610 1.17 25 64 a General industry 03 dense light industrial
b6.04 1 0.17 1210 0.71 14 89 l Offices 03 dense light industrial
b6.05 5 0.45 5692 1.28 118 48 C Warehouses 03 dense light industrial
b6.06 Park royal Studios 1 0.40 2953 0.74 17 174 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
b6.07 3 0.57 2543 0.45 99 26 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
b6.08 2 0.20 1437 0.73 30 48 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
b6.09 Car Park Steele road 1 0.08 154 0.19 5 30 d Open storage 05 Open industrial land
b6.10 fomac House 5 0.22 1610 0.75 58 28 a General industry 03 dense light industrial
b6.11 2 0.08 687 0.85 23 29 b light industry 03 dense light industrial
b6.12 1 0.23 500 0.21 19 26 a General industry 05 Open industrial land
b6.13 ace and Sound Mastering 2 0.09 1293 1.39 26 50 b light industry 03 dense light industrial
b6.14 the Park royal Garage 1 0.08 346 0.44 13 27 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
b6.15 Honeyrose bakery ltd 1 0.12 659 0.56 16 41 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
b6.16 drakeglen House 2 0.12 750 0.61 15 50 a General industry 03 dense light industrial
b6.17 0 0.19 0 0.00 0 -! d Open storage 05 Open industrial land
b6.18 2 0.07 187 0.25 6 29 b light industry 07 Street frontage
b6.19 Park lane Group 7 0.28 2484 0.89 68 37 a General industry 03 dense light industrial
b6.20 lower Place business Centre 6 0.17 672 0.40 19 36 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
b6.21 2 0.07 395 0.57 12 32 a General industry 03 dense light industrial
b6.22 5 0.18 1088 0.59 31 35 a General industry 03 dense light industrial
b6.23 1 0.07 1065 1.51 33 32 a General industry 03 dense light industrial
b6.24 6 0.26 1525 0.58 29 53 a General industry 03 dense light industrial
b6.25 Oliver business Park 1 1.19 13746 1.15 120 115 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
b6.26 Oliver business Park, bHM 20 0.97 4309 0.44 119 36 b light industry 04 business centre
b6.27 0 0.37 1172 0.31 0 -! K vacant industrial 11 Other
b6.28 fedex 2 1.74 10452 0.60 215 49 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
b6.29 1 1.83 8575 0.47 50 172 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
b6.30 Central Middlesex Hospital 3 5.37 54997 1.02 262 210 n Community services 11 Other
b6.31 Wave 1 2.64 14688 0.56 0 -! C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
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Site ID Site name Estimated 
Number of 
Businesses

Site area (ha) Estimated gross 
external building 

floor area (m2)

Estimated plot 
ratio

Estimated 
number of 
employees

Employment 
density

(m2/employee)

Land use category Site typology

E1.01 vision industrial Park 7 1.55 14791 0.95 198 75 b light industry 02 industrial estate
E1.05 Park Western 1 0.68 6899 1.02 125 55 b light industry 01 Standalone warehouse
E1.06 John lewis depot 1 4.42 39011 0.88 709 55 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E1.07 Kendal Court, Western avenue business Park 10 1.06 9606 0.90 160 60 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
E1.08 Western avenue business Park 4 0.79 5664 0.71 147 38 l Offices 04 business centre
E1.09-10 front of Park royal leisure Centre 11 4.44 14310 0.32 323 44 O recreation and leisure 10 retail park
E1.11_12 6 1.83 12552 0.69 273 46 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E1.12b-14 16 1.44 10412 0.72 226 46 C Warehouses 03 dense light industrial
E1.15 0 1.10 14882 1.35 0 -! K vacant industrial 12 vacant
E1.16 2 0.99 18366 1.86 471 39 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E1.17 Western avenue 4 1.00 5076 0.51 76 67 P residential 09 Hotel or office
E1.18-19 Westwood Park trading Estate, Concord road 9 1.95 16963 0.87 275 62 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
E1.20 Concord business Centre 8 0.81 6014 0.75 147 41 b light industry 03 dense light industrial
E1.21 Westpoint trading Estate & delphi 7 1.22 16145 1.33 503 32 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
E1.22 lH2 1 0.51 2421 0.47 44 55 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E1.23 Parcelforce depot 1 2.15 12838 0.60 238 54 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E1.24 renault london West 1 1.95 13712 0.70 249 55 b light industry 01 Standalone warehouse
E1.25 Heron trading Estate 6 0.61 4981 0.82 103 48 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
E1.26 alliance COurt 9 0.59 2633 0.45 94 28 b light industry 02 industrial estate
E1.27 black island Studios 1 0.70 7807 1.12 142 55 b light industry 02 industrial estate
E1.28 333 Western avnue and land to rear 4 1.15 5375 0.47 106 51 C Warehouses 03 dense light industrial
E1.29 West 5 Centre 2 1.68 7191 0.43 131 55 M retail 01 Standalone warehouse
E1.30 Western avenue business Park 1 1.80 15149 0.84 95 159 C Warehouses 04 business centre
E1.31 3 0.67 3679 0.55 56 66 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
E1.32 vacant lot / Wave trade Park 6 1.31 4480 0.34 98 46 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
E10.01 1 3.01 31001 1.03 132 235 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
E10.03 1 0.61 3846 0.63 70 55 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E10.04 dan House 6 0.44 2982 0.68 54 55 a General industry 04 business centre
E10.05 1 1.17 9823 0.84 42 234 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
E10.2 2 0.20 278 0.14 32 9 d Open storage 05 Open industrial land
E2.01 Park royal readymix Plant 1 0.77 423 0.05 16 27 a General industry 05 Open industrial land
E2.02 12 0.88 6657 0.76 144 46 a General industry 03 dense light industrial
E2.03 Western trading Estate 4 0.77 4902 0.64 87 56 a General industry 02 industrial estate
E2.04 8 0.54 4415 0.82 83 53 b light industry 03 dense light industrial
E2.04b 0 0.06 113 0.19 0 -! f Utilities 06 Specific industrial
E2.05 1 0.55 2680 0.49 100 27 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E2.05b 0 0.46 0 0.00 0 -! K vacant industrial 05 Open industrial land
E2.06 asda 1 3.58 11031 0.31 150 74 M retail 10 retail park
E2.06b vacant plot 0 0.50 0 0.00 0 -! K vacant industrial 12 vacant
E2.07 1 0.95 2623 0.28 48 55 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E2.08 0 0.18 0 0.00 0 -! K vacant industrial 12 vacant
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E2.08b vacant plot 0 0.43 0 0.00 0 -! K vacant industrial 12 vacant
E2.09 nat West bank 3 0.17 1849 1.11 43 43 b light industry 07 Street frontage
E2.10 Matrix 4 5.45 46987 0.86 864 54 b light industry 02 industrial estate
E2.11 7 0.56 4440 0.79 114 39 a General industry 03 dense light industrial
E2.12 22 0.82 5687 0.69 155 37 a General industry 03 dense light industrial
E2.13 Granville Works 1 0.13 1602 1.24 35 46 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E2.14 3 0.50 3070 0.62 56 55 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
E2.15 vascroft Estate 2 0.93 5219 0.56 64 81 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
E2.16 Sovereign Park 18 2.22 15150 0.68 262 58 b light industry 02 industrial estate
E2.17 2 0.51 4503 0.88 14 315 C Warehouses 03 dense light industrial
E2.18 2 0.21 1787 0.84 16 112 a General industry 03 dense light industrial
E2.19 dephna Group Coronation road 8 0.23 2021 0.89 81 25 b light industry 04 business centre
E2.20 atlas Works 2 0.41 1421 0.35 20 71 C Warehouses 03 dense light industrial
E2.21 britannia Way 4 0.58 4078 0.71 82 50 a General industry 02 industrial estate
E2.22 Park royal Metro Centre 30 0.96 6801 0.71 258 26 b light industry 02 industrial estate
E3.01 CKM 2 0.73 7395 1.01 150 49 b light industry 03 dense light industrial
E3.02 the Chase Centre 4 0.29 2246 0.78 62 36 b light industry 02 industrial estate
E3.03 Corner Chase road and Minerva road 7 0.45 4151 0.93 93 45 b light industry 03 dense light industrial
E3.03b 18 0.08 413 0.51 18 23 a General industry 03 dense light industrial
E3.04 alpha beta and neighbours 2 0.41 275 0.07 10 27 a General industry 04 business centre
E3.05 6 1.14 9133 0.80 183 50 a General industry 03 dense light industrial
E3.06 2 0.15 1647 1.08 38 44 b light industry 02 industrial estate
E3.07 11 1.06 10596 1.00 185 57 b light industry 03 dense light industrial
E3.08 3 0.59 3544 0.60 47 75 b light industry 01 Standalone warehouse
E3.09 7 0.64 4779 0.74 58 82 a General industry 03 dense light industrial
E3.10 Kojac House 3 0.67 6260 0.94 126 50 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
E3.11 Premier business Centre 37 0.18 1645 0.90 67 24 l Offices 04 business centre
E3.12 dephna House 23 0.12 919 0.77 43 21 b light industry 04 business centre
E3.13 10 0.83 9600 1.16 173 55 a General industry 03 dense light industrial
E3.14 Cromwell Centre 5 0.37 2062 0.55 51 40 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
E3.15 Park royal depot 0 0.37 0 0.00 0 -! f Utilities 05 Open industrial land
E3.16 4 0.41 1904 0.46 41 46 C Warehouses 03 dense light industrial
E3.17 the Mill trading Estate 3 0.76 8376 1.10 152 55 a General industry 02 industrial estate
E3.18 20 1.24 10309 0.83 270 38 a General industry 02 industrial estate
E3.19 13 0.81 7989 0.98 94 85 b light industry 03 dense light industrial
E3.20 Cadogan House 1 1.38 9043 0.66 164 55 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E3.21 frogmore Estate 7 2.23 11022 0.49 211 52 a General industry 02 industrial estate
E3.22 Wesley House 1 0.06 263 0.44 27 10 l Offices 08 business in residential
E3.23 Hanover industrial Estate 11 0.63 2707 0.43 63 43 b light industry 02 industrial estate
E3.24 2 0.23 2247 0.97 14 161 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
E3.25 Ward-thomas removals 1 0.86 4651 0.54 100 47 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
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1 Small o�ce
2 Large o�ce
3 Retail
4 Workshop
5 Small warehouse
6 Large warehouse
7 Yard
8 Other

Mixed - Main Two Types

A Manufacture Food
B Manufacture Metal
C Manufacture Reproduction
D Manufacture Other
E Utilities
F Construction
G Vehicle Sale and Repair
H Wholesale Food
I Wholesale Other
J Transport and Storage
K Info. and Comm.
L Services Professional
M Services Other
N Public Services 
O Retail, Restaurants, Hotels
P Other Business Activities
Y Vacant
Z Unknown

X Other
Mixed - Main Two Sectors
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Site ID Site name Estimated 
Number of 
Businesses

Site area (ha) Estimated gross 
external building 

floor area (m2)

Estimated plot 
ratio

Estimated 
number of 
employees

Employment 
density

(m2/employee)

Land use category Site typology

E3.26 1 0.37 1709 0.46 44 39 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E4.01 1 0.75 3488 0.46 63 55 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
E4.02 7 0.30 2322 0.76 73 32 a General industry 03 dense light industrial
E4.03 3 0.31 1951 0.63 54 36 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
E4.04 10 1.12 7596 0.68 174 44 b light industry 03 dense light industrial
E4.05 7 0.55 4121 0.74 109 38 b light industry 03 dense light industrial
E4.06 4 0.22 1107 0.51 35 31 b light industry 02 industrial estate
E4.07 4 0.56 6033 1.09 71 85 b light industry 03 dense light industrial
E4.08 renault trucks (Stoneridge) 1 0.38 1145 0.30 21 55 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
E4.09 Jat Glass 2 0.91 7684 0.85 67 115 b light industry 02 industrial estate
E4.10 Oakwood business Park 3 0.71 4098 0.58 33 124 a General industry 02 industrial estate
E4.11 11 0.83 5701 0.69 129 44 b light industry 03 dense light industrial
E4.12 daf royal Parks 1 0.29 1296 0.44 33 39 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
E4.13 bush industrial Estate 3 0.66 9467 1.44 166 57 a General industry 02 industrial estate
E4.14 0 0.24 335 0.14 12 27 C Warehouses 05 Open industrial land
E4.15 3 0.32 4994 1.58 102 49 C Warehouses 03 dense light industrial
E4.16 SHErrys hair and beauty wholesaler 2 0.81 8284 1.02 151 55 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
E4.17 6 0.82 5738 0.70 104 55 a General industry 03 dense light industrial
E4.18 Sabre House and bush industrial Estate 6 0.42 3192 0.76 66 48 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
E4.19 2 0.31 2033 0.66 52 39 b light industry 03 dense light industrial
E4.20 7 0.80 7439 0.93 65 115 b light industry 03 dense light industrial
E4.21 Park royal business Centre 36 0.27 3840 1.42 160 24 l Offices 04 business centre
E4.22 3 0.42 3738 0.88 332 11 b light industry 03 dense light industrial
E4.23 10 0.36 2627 0.73 67 39 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
E4.24 Sunbeam Centre 4 0.41 3392 0.82 67 51 a General industry 02 industrial estate
E4.25 1 0.29 1817 0.63 33 55 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E4.26 the Courtyard 1 0.19 935 0.50 8 119 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
E5.01 Electricity Substation 1 4.75 11672 0.25 34 344 f Utilities 06 Specific industrial
E5.02 Conway / aecom 0 0.43 0 0.00 0 -! K vacant industrial 05 Open industrial land
E5.03 royal london industrial Estate 4 0.80 4557 0.57 65 70 b light industry 02 industrial estate
E5.04 brooks Packaging ltd 1 0.48 3007 0.63 9 334 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E5.05 dOOa 1 1.01 8201 0.81 149 55 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E5.06 north acton road 63 13 0.49 3185 0.65 90 35 a General industry 03 dense light industrial
E5.07 Solus House 1 0.71 2917 0.41 53 55 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
E5.08 Cunard road 6 1.20 9602 0.80 183 52 a General industry 02 industrial estate
E5.08b 2 0.21 1480 0.71 35 42 a General industry 03 dense light industrial
E5.08c 0 0.13 0 0.00 0 -! K vacant industrial 05 Open industrial land
E5.09a Powergate business Park 5 2.30 23493 1.02 367 64 b light industry 02 industrial estate
E5.09b Powergate business Park 1 3.96 30859 0.78 561 55 b light industry 01 Standalone warehouse
E5.10 vale inco 1 2.79 14954 0.54 109 137 a General industry 06 Specific industrial
E5.11 torpedo factory 5 0.36 3388 0.94 94 36 C Warehouses 03 dense light industrial
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2 Large o�ce
3 Retail
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5 Small warehouse
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7 Yard
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L Services Professional
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Site ID Site name Estimated 
Number of 
Businesses

Site area (ha) Estimated gross 
external building 

floor area (m2)

Estimated plot 
ratio

Estimated 
number of 
employees

Employment 
density

(m2/employee)

Land use category Site typology

E5.12 Chandos Park industrial Estate 3 2.22 27486 1.24 519 53 a General industry 02 industrial estate
E5.13 0 1.05 0 0.00 0 -! K vacant industrial 12 vacant
E6.01 the royal Plantagenet House and tudor House 3 1.53 10766 0.71 118 91 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
E6.02 rowan House 2 0.54 3096 0.57 65 48 a General industry 03 dense light industrial
E6.03 1 3.21 11332 0.35 150 76 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E6.04 Park royal Garage 2 0.68 1018 0.15 36 28 a General industry 05 Open industrial land
E6.05 0 0.47 559 0.12 0 -! K vacant industrial 12 vacant
E6.06 radford industrial Estate 1 0.83 3928 0.48 45 87 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
E6.07 the fishermans arms 1 0.05 230 0.50 8 30 M retail 08 business in residential
E6.08 Willesden freight terminal 16 7.89 7923 0.10 170 47 d Open storage 05 Open industrial land
E6.09 redland / atlas House 4 2.10 5275 0.25 94 56 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
E6.10 the new business Centre 3 0.12 485 0.42 13 36 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
E6.11 1 0.10 301 0.32 8 36 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E6.12 the Ursula lapp Estate 3 0.87 4713 0.54 65 73 a General industry 02 industrial estate
E6.13 Station Offices 4 0.05 132 0.29 4 30 M retail 07 Street frontage
E6.14 Willesden depot 1 1.16 2047 0.18 37 55 G land for buses 06 Specific industrial
E7.01 2 1.40 7440 0.53 9 827 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
E7.02 Chase road industrial Estate 4 0.37 2144 0.58 44 49 b light industry 02 industrial estate
E7.03 6 0.64 5088 0.80 57 90 b light industry 02 industrial estate
E7.04 1 0.92 1284 0.14 5 257 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E7.05 Europa Studios 28 0.29 3185 1.10 141 23 l Offices 04 business centre
E7.06 boden House 4 2.06 17083 0.83 424 40 C Warehouses 04 business centre
E7.07 Waitrose 1 1.67 3598 0.22 65 55 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E7.08 lewis House 1 0.17 844 0.49 26 32 l Offices 04 business centre
E7.09 H. r. Owen 1 0.61 3681 0.61 67 55 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
E7.10 acton business Centre 60 0.82 12055 1.48 366 33 b light industry 04 business centre
E7.11 11 0.56 4258 0.77 101 42 b light industry 03 dense light industrial
E7.12 Wimpole House 5 0.20 1263 0.65 55 23 b light industry 03 dense light industrial
E7.13 tnt 1 0.71 2754 0.39 71 39 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E7.14 3 0.44 5646 1.27 45 126 a General industry 03 dense light industrial
E7.15 dyn Metal 1 0.37 2228 0.60 57 39 l Offices 01 Standalone warehouse
E7.16 Hedley Humpers 2 0.81 4452 0.55 114 39 l Offices 02 industrial estate
E7.17 bestway Catering 1 0.81 5301 0.65 96 55 b light industry 01 Standalone warehouse
E7.18 Jack Wills 3 0.57 3835 0.67 113 34 b light industry 02 industrial estate
E7.19 1 0.22 795 0.36 14 55 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E7.20 braitrim House 1 1.08 6424 0.60 40 161 C Warehouses 04 business centre
E7.21 vacant site without building 0 0.20 1041 0.52 0 -! K vacant industrial 05 Open industrial land
E8.01 Esso Station 1 0.17 347 0.21 13 27 f Utilities 05 Open industrial land
E8.02 Holiday inn Express 2 0.22 600 0.28 6 108 P residential 09 Hotel or office
E8.03 1 0.11 329 0.29 16 21 K vacant industrial 07 Street frontage
E8.04 0 0.01 93 1.00 0 -! K vacant industrial 12 vacant
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E8.05 1 0.11 704 0.67 5 141 M retail 08 business in residential
E8.06 3 0.05 132 0.28 5 25 M retail 07 Street frontage
E8.08 Ebbott Court, trentham Court, lyra Court 4 0.78 1569 0.20 40 39 P residential 08 business in residential
E8.09 Portal West business Centre 4 0.58 2886 0.50 55 53 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
E8.10 the Portal 0 0.51 2947 0.58 0 -! C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
E8.11 ramada Encore Hotel 1 0.31 7029 2.29 31 229 P residential 09 Hotel or office
E8.12 1 0.35 1852 0.53 34 55 E Self storage 09 Hotel or office
E8.13 0 0.35 1488 0.43 0 -! C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E8.14 2 1.39 29008 2.08 1200 24 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E8.15 1 0.51 4465 0.87 30 149 E Self storage 09 Hotel or office
E8.16 Perfume factory 23 1.09 23472 2.15 213 110 l Offices 04 business centre
E8.17 victoria industrial Estate 20 3.84 16684 0.43 251 66 b light industry 02 industrial estate
E9.01 Westway Estate 1 0.32 5785 1.82 30 193 K vacant industrial 12 vacant
E9.02 1 0.30 1842 0.62 33 55 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E9.03 Westway Estate 0 0.29 3564 1.23 55 65 a General industry 03 dense light industrial
E9.04 1 0.30 1479 0.50 27 55 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E9.05 2 0.25 1261 0.51 30 41 a General industry 03 dense light industrial
E9.06 1 0.24 1443 0.61 26 55 C Warehouses 06 Specific industrial
E9.07 Westway Estate 2 0.73 3901 0.54 44 88 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E9.08 0 0.35 2396 0.69 0 -! K vacant industrial 12 vacant
E9.09 Westway Estate 1 0.13 951 0.71 24 39 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E9.10 Westway Estate 2 0.68 4865 0.71 94 52 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
E9.11 0 0.39 1921 0.49 0 -! C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E9.12 brunel House 0 0.50 5047 1.00 0 -! K vacant industrial 12 vacant
E9.13 Westway Estate 2 0.34 3051 0.91 83 37 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E9.14 1 0.34 43 0.01 1 30 a General industry 05 Open industrial land
E9.15 Walking on Wood 0 0.13 919 0.70 0 -! C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
E9.16 2 0.26 3464 1.35 63 55 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
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Hf1.01 triangle business Park 17 1.16 4468 0.38 146 31 b light industry 02 industrial estate
Hf1.02 apex industrial Estate 5 0.58 2401 0.42 33 72 b light industry 02 industrial estate
Hf1.03 Gateway trading Estate 14 1.51 8807 0.58 142 62 b light industry 02 industrial estate
Hf1.04 4 0.42 6176 1.47 140 44 b light industry 04 business centre
Hf1.05 13 0.62 6010 0.97 104 58 C Warehouses 03 dense light industrial
Hf1.06 0 0.31 256 0.08 8 32 d Open storage 05 Open industrial land
Hf1.07 1 0.60 1006 0.17 24 42 a General industry 06 Specific industrial
Hf1.08 Powerday recycling Centre 0 2.88 9452 0.33 15 630 i Waste management and recycling 06 Specific industrial
Hf1.09 1 0.30 1751 0.58 25 70 C Warehouses 03 dense light industrial
Hf1.10a Hythe road industrial Estate 1 4.76 33863 0.71 268 127 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
Hf1.10b Hythe road 1 1.30 9468 0.73 69 138 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
Hf1.10c Hythe road 2 5.77 39741 0.69 400 99 a General industry 01 Standalone warehouse
Hf1.11 regents House 5 0.16 2397 1.53 53 45 C Warehouses 03 dense light industrial
Hf1.12 2 0.28 2015 0.72 31 64 K vacant industrial 12 vacant
Hf1.13 1 0.32 4729 1.47 30 158 l Offices 09 Hotel or office
Hf1.14 Chandelier building 28 0.51 4038 0.80 142 28 b light industry 04 business centre
Hf1.15 1 0.46 725 0.16 5 145 C Warehouses 05 Open industrial land
Hf1.16 Pentacostal City Mission inc 1 0.12 1669 1.39 7 229 n Community services 11 Other
Hf1.17 1 0.14 395 0.29 5 79 b light industry 05 Open industrial land
Hf1.18 Willesden diesel locomotive depot 4 2.69 13577 0.50 240 57 H land for rail 06 Specific industrial
Hf1.19 1 0.59 2548 0.43 30 85 C Warehouses 01 Standalone warehouse
Hf1.20 2 0.03 186 0.55 4 45 M retail 07 Street frontage
Hf1.21 23 1.03 7839 0.76 249 31 b light industry 02 industrial estate
Hf1.22 49 0.70 6128 0.88 150 41 l Offices 04 business centre
Hf1.23 2 0.55 7597 1.39 60 127 E Self storage 01 Standalone warehouse
Hf1.24 14 1.20 5753 0.48 121 47 C Warehouses 02 industrial estate
Hf1.25 1 4.66 10487 0.23 50 210 H land for rail 06 Specific industrial
Hf1.26 1 3.58 2629 0.07 20 131 i Waste management and recycling 06 Specific industrial
Hf2.01 1 11.05 32377 0.29 50 648 H land for rail 06 Specific industrial
Hf2.02 1 13.55 12735 0.09 50 255 H land for rail 06 Specific industrial
Hf2.03 0 1.25 6879 0.55 0 -! l Offices 11 Other
Hf2.04 6 0.56 5132 0.91 85 60 l Offices 09 Hotel or office
Hf2.05 Old Oak Cafe & restaurant 3 0.29 1884 0.64 51 37 a General industry 03 dense light industrial
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1 Small o�ce
2 Large o�ce
3 Retail
4 Workshop
5 Small warehouse
6 Large warehouse
7 Yard
8 Other

Mixed - Main Two Types

A Manufacture Food
B Manufacture Metal
C Manufacture Reproduction
D Manufacture Other
E Utilities
F Construction
G Vehicle Sale and Repair
H Wholesale Food
I Wholesale Other
J Transport and Storage
K Info. and Comm.
L Services Professional
M Services Other
N Public Services 
O Retail, Restaurants, Hotels
P Other Business Activities
Y Vacant
Z Unknown

X Other
Mixed - Main Two Sectors



 

1 
 

Addendum - Land Parcel E3.19 (Corner of Acton Lane & Park Royal Road)
 

Introduction 

1 The Industrial Land Review evidence for the Old Oak Park Royal area was built from parcels of 

land defined in the Park Royal Atlas. The Atlas sought to parcel land so that similar uses were 

grouped together and used (where possible) ‘defendable’ lines such as major roads to 

delineate the parcels.   

2 Perfect separation by land use was not always possible and parcel E3.19 is one such example.   

3 The majority of the parcel is in core SIL use (industrial and warehousing) but the frontage, on 

the corner of the parcel, is in retail use .  

 SIL or Town Centre?  

4 When allocating parcels to the SIL parcel E3.19 was placed inside the SIL.  So allowing the 

main roads of Park Royal Road and Acton Lane to act as the defendable boundary.   

5 Although this captures some retail space within the SIL this is perfectly in line with GLA policy.   

6 While the primary use of the SIL is for industrial users, especially those who for operational 

reasons require some physical separation from conflicting uses (including Residential uses), 

the London Plan (Policy 2.17) allows for small scale retail where this supports the functioning of 

the SIL.   

7 We consider the retail property within E3.19 falls within the scope of activities allowed under 

policy 2.17.  The current uses can all be considered walk up services supporting the SIL.   

8 However, comments received as part of consultation on OPDC’s Draft Local Plan, raised 

concerns that land previously considered non SIL is now being classified as such.  The main 

concerns are that the allocation may restrict land currently in use for retail and service uses, 

contribute to diminishing the role of the town centre and negatively  impact on with 

neighbouring uses (specifically the key worker accommodation to the north of Acton Lane) 

should the retail uses be redeveloped for core SIL uses as opposed to other town centre uses. 

9 To resolve these concerns removing the retail units from the SIL, into the town centre 

designation, would be one option.  A number of town centre uses could be compatible with the 

SIL if they have been designed to mitigate impacts and can ensure its continued function.   

10 However, given the lack of physical separation between the remaining E3.19 land and that 

covered by the town centre designation we would not expect this to be an ‘appropriate’ location 

for residential within the town centre.    

 Summary 

11 Uses currently in employment use within parcel 3.19 should be designated SIL.  The retail 

elements can be designated within the proposed town centre.   

12 This addresses concerns that core SIL uses could encroach closer to newly completed 

residential units to the north of Acton Lane.   
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13 But, because this arrangement lacks any physical separation between the town centre and SIL 

(such as a major road or open yardage) any development proposals within this part of the 

proposed town centre will need to be treated with great care.   

14 Our opinion is that while most town centre uses are unlikely to raise conflicts between SIL and 

other uses this (now split) parcel would not be an ‘appropriate location’ to accommodate new 

residential.   

15 Finally, this proposal slightly reduces the land area covered by SIL.  But the amendment is so 

minor we do not recommend revising the quantitative numbers in the Industrial Land review 

Such an amendment would not be proportionate to the scale of the proposed adjustment in 

boundary.   




